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1 Introduction 

The fol1owing English and German words contain what I refer to below as 'trimoraic 

syllabIes' , i.e. the underlined portion consists of either (i) a long vowel + one consonant, (ii) a 

diphthong + a single consonant or (iii) a short vowel + two consonants. In approaches to 

phonology in which vowel and consonant length is expressed in terms of moras al1 of the 

underlined strings in (I) can thought of as consisting of three such units. In (I) and below all 

German examples are presented in the left hand column and the English ones in the right. 

(I a) Trimoraic syllahles in word~final position: 

Werk 'work' 

(1 b) Trimoraic syllahles helore a compound houndary: 

Werk-statt 'workshop' arm-chair 

(lc) Trimoraic syllahles helore a consonant-;nitial suffix: 

fünf-zig 'fifty' event-ful 

Three contexts in which trimoraic syllables occur can be gleaned from (I), i.e. before a ward 

boundary in (la), before a compound boundary in (lb) and before a consonant-initial suffix in 

(I cl, i.e. a suffix of the form ~CV(C).1 

An important generalization governing trimoraic syl1ables in German and English is that 

they are, in general, restricted to surfacing in the three environments in (I). By contrast, 

underlined sequences like the ones in (I) are typical1y non-occurring morpheme-internally; 

thus, the moraic portion in the vast majority of morpheme-internal syl1ables is bipositional, 

e.g. German Garten, English garden. An important point made below is that under certain 

completely predictable conditions, trimoraic syllables in both languages can indeed surface 

within amorpheme, e.g. German Mond-e 'moons', English chamher. 

* An earlier version of this articlc has benefitted from comments hy thc following individuals (listed 
alphabetically): Silke Hamann, Renate Raffelsiefen, Marzena Rochon and Sabine Zerbian. All errors are my 
own. 
I In this artiele I restriet my analysis to Modern Slandard Gcrman (Krcch cl al. 1982, Drosdowski cl al. 1990, 
1995) and to General American English (Kenyon & Knot 1953), although I rnakc some passing commcnts in thc 
text to olhcr varieties of these two Janguagcs. 

Thc German and English examples likc thc oncs in (1) hcar a strong resemblancc to the equivalent facts from 
Dulch (see Kager & Zonneveld 1986 and Kager 1989). A question I eonsider worthy of further research is to 
invcstigatc thc extent to which the gencralizations cstablished in the present article hold for all (West) Germanie 
languagcs. 
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[n the present article I discuss the distribution of trimoraic syllables in German and 

English. The reason I have chosen to analyze these two languagcs together is that the data in 

both languages are strikingly similar. However, although the basic generalization in (I) holds 

for both German and English, we will see below that trimoraic syllabIes do not have an 

identieal distribution in both languages. 

In the prescnt study I make the following theoretical claims. First, I argue that the three 

environments in (I) have a property in common: they all deseribe the right edge of a 

phonological word (or prosodie word; henceforth pword). From a formal point of view, I 

argue that a constraint I dub the THIRD MORA RESTRICTION (henceforth TMR), which ensures 

that trimoraic syllables surface at the end of a pword, is aetive in German and English. 

According to my proposal trimoraic syllabI es cannot occur morpheme-internally because 

monomorphemic grammatical words like garden are parsed as single pwords. Second, I argue 

that the TMR refers crucially to moraic strueture. In particular, underlined strings like the ones 

in (I) will be shown to be trimoraic; neither skeletal positions nor the subsyllabic constituent 

rhyme are necessary. Third, the TMR will be shown to be violated in certain (predictable) 

pword-internal cases, as in Monde and chamber; I account for such facts in an Optimality

Tbeoretie analysis (heneeforth OT; Prince & Smolensky 1993) by ranking various markedness 

constraints among themselves or by ranking them ahead of the TMR. Fourth, I hold that tbe 

TMR deseribes a eoncrete level of grammar, which I refer to below as the 'surfaee' 

representation. In this respect, my treatment differs significantly from the one proposed for 

English by Borowsky (1986, 1989), in which the English facts are captured in a Lexical 

Phonology model by ordering the relevant eonstraint at level I in the lexicon. 

This article is structured as folIows. *2 eonsists of a short summary of the arguments 

presented in the literature on pwords in German and English. In §3 I present examples from 

German and English illustrating the maximal size of the syllable. A formal treatment of these 

data is proposed in whieh the facts from both languages are analyzed as trimoraie. §4 

discusses the distribution of underlined strings as in (I) witbin grammatical words. Here I 

argue that the three contexts in Cl) should be reduced to one, namely the right edge of a 

pword. The consequenees my analysis has for the prosodic structure of affixed words are 

diseussed in §5. §6 presents systematic exceptions to my analysis, i.e. trimoraic syllables that 

are internal to a pword, e.g. German Monde, English chamber. Here I argue that such data ean 

be accounted for by ranking constraints referring either to syllable well-formedness or to 

paradigm uniformity. §7 concludes. 

2 Evidence for the pword in German and English 

This seetion contains abrief discussion of the arguments for pwords in German and English 

and of the relationship between morphologieal structure and pwords in both languages. Tbe 
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material presented here will playa pivotal role in the analysis presented in the remainder of 

this article. 

The pword is that constituent of the prosodie hierarchy larger than the foot but smaller than 

the phrase and is the smallest prosodie unit that must align with the edges of morphemes (see 

below). For studies of the pword in languages other than German and English see Dixon 

(1977a, b), Selkirk (1978), Booij (1983), van der Hulst (1984), Nespor & Vogel (1986), 

McCarthy & Prince (1986), Cohn (1989), Kang (1991), Prince & Smolensky (1993), Hannahs 

(1995a, b) and Peperkamp (1997). A more in depth survey ofthe literature, and of the (cross

linguistie) arguments for pwords see Hall (1999a). A central claim made by all of the authors 

cited above is that the pword is not coterminous with the grammatical word; thus, it is 

uncontroversial that a single grammatical word ean consist of two or more pwords (e.g. a 

compound word). Most, but not all, of the linguists cited above also believe that a single 

pword ean eonsist of two or more grammatical words (e.g. a host + enclitic). 

2.1 German 

A number of linguists have argued that the pword plays a eentral role in German phonology 

and prosodie morphology, e.g. Booij (1985), Yu (l992a), Iverson & Salmons (1992), Wiese 

(1996), Hall (1998, 1999b) and Raffelsiefen (2000). Although none of these authors agrees 

completely on how morphologically complex grammatical words should be parsed into 

pwords, there is a general consensus that the morphological configurations in the first column 

in (2) have the pword structure as indicated in the sampIe words in the seeond eolumn. In (2) 

and below the pword is abbreviated as 'w'. 

(2) (i) stern (lieb )m 'love (imp. sg.)' 

(ii) stem+suffix containing no vowel (lieb-t)w 'love (3p. sg. ind. pres.)' 

(iii) stem+vowel-initial suffix (Iieb-e)w 'love (l p. sg. ind. pres.)' 

(iv) stem+consonant-initial suffix (lieb)m -lieh 'dearly' 

(v) prefix+stem ver-(lieb-t)w 'in love' 

(2) can be thought of for purposes of this aritiele as an algorithm which maps the 

morphologieal eonfigurations in the first column into corresponding pword structure. From a 

formal point of view, the algorithm in (2) can be expressed in at least two different ways, e.g. 

a rule-based mapping (see Nespor & Vogel 1986, Cohn 1989, Hannahs 1995a, b), or as an 

OT-based approach in whieh (alignment) constraints are utilized (see Selkirk 1995, 

Peperkamp 1997, McCarthy 2000). Iassume the latter option here but do not formalize the 

constraints because they would detraet from the issues diseussed in the remainder of this 

article. At any rate the eonstraints that guarantee the parsings in (2) are undominated in 
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German (and English, see ~2.2), l.e. their effeets cannot be undone by higher ranked 

constraints. 

Let us now eonsider (2i)-(2v) in more detail. The parSIngs In (2i) and (2ii) are 

uncontroversial in the literature. The eategory 'stern' in (2i) subsurnes monomorphemie words 

belonging to a major lexical category, i.e. noun, verb, adjective, adverb, preposition. By 

contrast, function words typically do not form their own pwords (see Hall 1999b for 

discussion). The status of bound sterns that da not belong to lexical categories will be 

diseussed in §6.5. The category 'stern' is also intended to subsurne each part of eompound 

words, e.g. the word Bahnho{ 'train station' is parsed (Bahn)",chof)w. The pword strueture 

indieated in (2ii) follows direetly from the prosodie hierarehy: If the pword dominates the 

syllable, and if the suffix here is syllable-final, then it must also be final in the pword. 

Several remarks conceming (2iii), (2iv) and (2v) are in order here. The crueial difference 

between (2iii) and (2iv) is that the suffix in the former configuration belongs to the same 

pword of the stern, whereas the suffix in the latter context does not. Following earlier wrilers, 

I refer to suffixes Iike -e in (2iii) as 'cohering' and to ones like -lieh in (2iv) as 

'noncohering'. In (2iii) and (2iv) we see that the phonological shape of the suffix determines 

its status as cohering or noncohering: Vowel-initial suffixes are cohering and eonsonant-initial 

ones are noneohering2 By contrast, all prefixes (see (2v» are noncohering, regardless of their 

segmental composition or stress contour. 

Although there is consensus that suffixes of the form -CV(C) like -lieh in (2iv) are 

noncohering, there is some controversy involving whether or not they form their own pwords. 

With respeet to (2v), there is agreement in the literature that stressed prefixes like un-, mit-, 

an- etc. are independent pwords, but there is no consensus concerning the status of unstressed 

prefixes, e.g. ver-, zer-, er-, and ent-. I return to these controversial issues in ~5. 

A final remark needs to be made coneerning the algorithm in (2). Sinee (2) maps eilher a 

single morpheme or a sequence of morphemes into pwords it is not possible for an arbitrary 

sequence of sounds within a morpheme to be an independent pword. This generalization is 

often implicit in rule-based work done on prosodie phonology (e.g. Nespor & Vogel 1986) 

because the algorithms typieally only refer to entire morphemes, as in (2). The same 

generalization is captured in OT-based frameworks with constraints aligning pwords with 

morphemes. I return to the question of whether or not an arbitrary sequence of sounds within a 

morpheme should enjoy the status of an independent pword in §6.5 3 

Three arguments that the pword is a eonstituent of German are presented in (3). (3i) and 

(3ii) are from Hall (1999b) and (3iii) is assumed in some form or another by certain writers 

(see below). The eonstraint MINIMALITY in (3i), familiar from other languages, also holds for 

2 1t should be notcd that -artig is an apparcnt cxception, e.g. sand-artig 'sand-Iike'. All authors agree that -artig 
lies outside of the pword 01' thc stern. See my comments on -artig in §4 below . 
. { Howcvcr, scveral studies implicitly challenge the claim that the pword cannot consist of an arhitrary sequence 
ofsounds. See, far cxarnp1c, Wcnncrslrom (1993), Inkclas (1993), and Peperkamp (1997). 
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German. The two phonotactic constraints in (3ii) bar various segments at the edge of or within 

apword. 

(3) (i) MINIMALITY: The pword is minimally bimoraic 

(ii) LAX VOWEL CONSTRAINT: * [r Y E er U J] ) w 

LAX VOWEL HIATUS CONSTRAINT: * ( [r Y E er U J] [-cons]) w 

(iii) LAW OF INITIALS (LOI): In ( ... C.C ... )w, CC does not occur word-initially. 

Significantly, criteria (3i) and (3ii) together provide evidence that both sterns (i.e. (2i)) and 

prefixes should be parsed as separate pwords, since no stern or prefix ends in [r Y E er U J], 

nor does any stern or prefix have fewer than two moras. 4 (3i) and (3ii) together also imply the 

parsings in (2iii) and (2iv), since the pwords in these structures are never subminimal, nor do 

they end in [r Y E er U :J]. 

A number of authors have argued that the domain of syllabification (in German, English 

and in other languages) is the pword, although the exact form of this rule/constraint varies 

from author to author (see Booij 1985, Yu 1992a, Wiese 1996, Hall 1998, Raffelsiefen 2000 

for German). All of these authors have observed that astern-final consonant syllabifies into 

the onset of a vowel-initial suffix but not into the onset of a consonant-initial suffix, even if 

the adjacent consonants otherwise occur syllable-initially, C.g. lieh-e [li:.b;J] in (2ii) vs. lieh

lieh [Ii:p.lr<;:] in (2iii), cf. nehl-ig [ne:.blrc;] 'foggy'. For purposes of this article Tassume that 

the 'syllabification condition' refers to the LAW OF INITIALS in (3iii) (Vennemann 1972, 

Raffelsiefen 1999b for similar but not identical formulations). LOI is undominated in English 

and highly ranked in German (see §6.1 for discussion). 

2.2 English 

In contrast to German, there is little consensus concerning the pword structure in English (see 

Aronoff & Sridhar 1983, Booij & Rubach 1984, Raffelsiefen 1993, Wennerstrom 1993, 

McCarthy 1993, and Raffelsiefen 1999a, 1999b for various approaches). 

Following Raffelsiefen's (l999b) treatment of English word formation, we can postulate 

that the algorithm in (2) for German is essentially the same for English. Thus, mono

morphemic words (=(2i)) and seguences of stem+suffix containing no vowel (=(2ii)) parse 

into separate pwords, e.g. (love)w, (love-s)w. Several arguments (one of which will be 

presented below) suggest that vowel-initial suffixes of English have the cohering 

representation in (2iii), and that consonant-initial ones have the noncohering one in (2iv), e.g. 

4 This gencralization holds only rar prcfixcs which contain full (i.c. unrcduced) vowcls becausc Gcrman also has 
thc two prcfixcs ge- [gg] and be- [bg] (see §5 below). Since no pword contains a schwa as the only vowcl these 
prefixes are not separate pwords. One exception to the gencralization that stresscd prefixes are always bimoraic 
is (j- la], e.g. agrammatisch 'agrammatical' (sec Hall 1999b und Raffclsicfen 20(0). 
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(pimpl-ous)Ol' (rump)Olless. Arguments that English prefixes are noncohering, as in (2v), are 

presented in Raffelsiefen (1999a). 

One argument that for the distinction between the cohering structure in (2iii) and the 

noncohering one in (2iv) is syllabification, i.e. the LaI in (3iii). As a representative example, 

consider the following words in (4) (from Raffelsiefen I 999b). The first word contains astern 

+ vowel-initial suffix and the second one astern + consonant-initial suffix. 

(4) pimpl-ous [phrm.phl;Jsj 

rump-less [JAmp?.l;Jsj 

According to Kahn (1976) the Ipl is aspirated in a word like pimpl-ous and (optionally) 

unreleased and glottalized in an example like rump-Iess; this suggests alternate syllabifi

cations, i.e. the Ipl in the former word is syllable-initial and in the latter word syllable-final. 

The LaI, which as mentioned above is undominated in English, would be violated in the 

second form in (4) if this were a single pword, since many English words begin with Ipl/. That 

the parsing [JAmp'll;Js] violates the LaI can be explained if this word has the noncohering 

representation mentioned above. 

3 Syllable and moraic structure 

In ~3.l I discuss the syllable structure of German and English words like the ones in (I) and 

present a new proposal in which I account for the maximal syllable in both languages in terms 

of moraic structure. In §3,2 I compare my approach with other previous ones. 

3.1 A new proposal 

The following German and English words have been divided into three categories based on 

the structure of the 'rhyme' part of the syllable, In (5a) it consists of a short vowel plus two 

consonants, in (Sb) a long vowel plus a single consonant and in (Sc) a diphthong plus a single 

consonant. All relevant strings in (5) and below have been underlined. 

(5a) short vowel+two consonants 

kalt 'cold' wilt 

Kalb 'calf' park 

krank 'siek' sink 

plump 'awkward' lamp 

(Sb) long vowel+one consonant 

viel 'much' doom 

Lob 'praise' root 

Rahm 'cream' seem 
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(5c) diphthong+one consonant 

Zeit 'time' 

'tree' house 

'you (2p. pI. ace.)' noise 

Some cooccurrenee restrietions govern the voealie element(s) and the final consonant(s) in 

words like the ones in (5), but in general the final eonsonant is not restrieted with respect to 

place of artieulation, i.e. it ean be labial, dorsal, or eoronal. 

A number of writers (see below) have observed that syllab1es like the ones in (5) ean only 

be followed by eoronal obstruents. Some representative examples have been presented in (6). 

The words in (6a) include a single coronal obstruent to the right of underlined strings like the 

ones in (5) and the ones in (6b) include two coronal obstruents. All relevant coronals have 

been underlined. 

(6a) Mong 'lnoon' fieng 

Freung 'friend' find 

Feing 'enemy' soung 

Haup! 'chief' coun! 

Mark! 'marke!' pounfe 

Fuehli 'fox' launch 

Kreb,'i 'cancer' lounge 

film-t 'film (3p. sg.)' film-eg 

feil-sch 'bargain (imp. sg.)' pond-;i 

Wurf-,':; 'Iitter (gen. sg.)' six-th 

(6b) Herb2\ 'autumn' fing-li 

hilf-st 'month (2p. sg. ind.)' pounfe-g 

feilsch-st 'bargain (2p. sg.)' 

Note that the final coronal obstruent(s) can either be tautomorphemic with the preceding 

segments, as in the first seven German and English pairs in (6a), or they can belong to a 

separate morpheme. Both German and English seem to prefer no more than two coronal 

obstruents after underlined strings like the on es in (6).0 

My analysis of the data in (5) and (6) relies on the assumption that the only elements 

intervening between the segments and the syllable node is the mora; henee, there are neither 

J Thc pronunciation of the genitive singular of Herhst 'autumn' and Ohst 'fruit' as Herbsts and Obstes suggests 

that German allows up to thrcc coronal obstrucnts after a VCC or V:CC scquem:c. Howcvcr, some Iinguists have 

noted that thc prcfcrrcd pronunciation for thesc words is with lJsJ, Lc. Herhstes und Obstes (sec Vcnncmann 
1982: 299. Wiese 19H8: 101, ((Jotnote 21). The only other German cxampJc [0 my knowledge wi[h three coronal 

obstruents following a VCC or V:CC scquencc is the final ward in (6b). 
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skeletal positions nor tradition al subsyllabic constituents, e.g. on set, rhyme (see Hyman 1985, 

McCarthy & Prince 1986, Hayes 1989, Zec 1995 for similar proposals regarding syllable and 

mora geometry). Onset consonants link directly to the syllable node and nuclear and coda 

consonants to the mora (cf. Hayes 1989), as illustrated in the sampie representations for the 

four words den, hee. lie and relay in (7): 

(7) Cl" Cl" Cl" Cl" Cl" 

tri IV ti ~IV 
dEn b i: I a 1 i: eI 

The moraic portion of the syllables in (7) consists of either (i) a short vowel + one consonant, 

(ii) a long vowel, or (iii) a diphthong. All of the syllables in (i)-(iii) are identical in the sense 

that they are bimoraic. 

An important ingredient in my analysis is that the maximal syllable of German and English 

contains exactly three moras (see Fery 1995,1997 for a similar proposal for German). From a 

formal point of view, I propose that both German and English have the following template for 

the maximal syllable: 

(8) The maximal syllable of German and English: 

Cl" 

~~~ 

slS [+cons] ([-son, CORONAL]) 

The structure in (9) says that the syllable dominates maximally three moras, where the third 

one is always linked to a single consonant and optionally to two coronal obstruents 6 The 

syllable can begin with a maximum of three segments, the first of which is [s] or [S]. 

Sampie structures for the three words elm, feel and Une, which are representative of the 

examples in (6), have been presented in (9). In these words the final consonant is linked 

directly to the third mora: 

Ci In same varictics of Amcrican English (including my own) CO!1sonanls üther than coronal obstrucnts can 
surfacc after [0:1], C.g. fork, ahsorh, form, ctc. (sec Hammond 1999). I have no explanation für why [O:lJ is the 
only sequence 01' lang vowel plus consonant, after which a noncoronal obstruent can appear. For purposes 01' this 
arüde I assumc that [0:1] is (exceptionally) birnoraic, i.c. ["0:) is linkcd to two mOfas and [1] to the second oi" 

these moras. Given the bimoraic sequenee [0:1]. noncoronal obstruents ean follow hecause they da not vinlate 
the template in (8). In §6.3 I argue that other sequences uf YCC in English are cxccptionally bimoraic. 
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(9) (J 

~ 
11 11 11 

I I I 
E I m f i: I a I n 

It should be noted that same versions of moraic theory impose an upper limit of two moras per 

syllable and only invoke trimoraic syllables under marked circumstances (see, for example, 

Hayes 1989). Three languages in which trimoraic syllables have been argued to exist inc1ude 

Komi, Hindi and Estonian (see Hayes 1989, Kenstowicz 1994: 430-431), and in the Germanic 

fami1y Proto-Germanic (Hayes 1989), Dutch (Kager 1989), the Dithmarschen/Staudenhagen 

dia1ect ofGerman (Hock 1986, Hayes 1989), and Standard German (Fery 1995, 1997).7 

Consider now the representation for texts in (I Oa), wh ich i, representative of the words in 

(6). This example illustrates that the final mora can dominate up to three consonants, the final 

two of which are coronal obstruents (= the maximal expansion under the third mora in (8)). 

(10a) (J (lOb) (J 

Ar~ 
th 

E k s t s 
Mi 
t h 

E k s t s 

An important aspect of my analysis is that final coronal obstruents Iike the ones in (6) are 

Iinked directly to the third mora. This treatment is clearly at odds with the often assumed 

alternative view that final coronal obstruents are 'stray' in the sense that they are situated 

outside of the syllable, as in (lOb). For analyses in which such stray coronals are presupposed 

see Wiese (1988: 99-102,1991: 114ff.), Yu (I 992b: 174), Wiese (1996: 47-49; 55-56) and 

Grijzenhout (1998: 31-32) for German; Kiparsky (1981: 253-255), Borowsky (1986: 180ff.), 

Giegerich (1992b: 144ff.), and Kenstowicz (1994: 259-261) for English. Representations like 

the one in (10a) are the crucial difference between the presen! proposal and the one made for 

Standard German by Fery (1995, 1997), who assumes that final coronals are stray, as in 

(IOb)g 

7 Fcry (1995, 1998) argues that her equivalent 01' the muraie representations in (9) derives support from German 
word stress, which rcfers to quantity. For an carlier (nonmoraic) treatment in which German word stress is held 
to be quantity-sensitive see Gicgcrich (l9R5). By contrasi, Wiese (1996) argues that the German word stress rule 
is not quantity-sensitive. 
H In several current studics it has been proposed that stray consonants likc the ones in ( 1 Oh) are linked to a higher 
eonstituent in the prosodie hierarehy, e.g. the pword or the foot. See, for example. Rubaeh (1997) and Roehon 
(2000: 130-135) for Polish and Green (2000) for Attic Greek and Munster Irish. 
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The analysis contained in the present article is based on the presupposltlOn that the 

maximal syllablc template in (8) - as weil as the generalization I posit in (12) below which 

accounts for their distribution - are surface representations and not ahstract representations 

that exist at an early stage in the derivation. The reason the analyses cited in the preceding 

paragraph with stray coronal obstruents require abstract syllables is that they typically 

presuppose a rule of 'stray segment adjunction' that associates the stray segmentes) in (lOb) 

with the syllable at a later stage in the derivation 9 Linguists who posit a rule of stray segment 

adjunction include Wiese (1991: 123-124), Yu (I 992a: 29, I 992b: 175), Wiese (1996: 56) for 

German and Kiparsky (1981: 254), Borowsky (1986: 179-180), Kenstowicz (1994: 258-261) 

for English. The reader is referred to Fudge (1969: 265ff.), Spencer (1996: 98- 1 00), Roca & 

Johnson (1999: 286ff.) and Hall (2000) for analyses of English in which final coronal 

obstruents as in (7) are analyzed as belonging to the syllable and not as 'stray', as in (lOb). 

I assume that short and long vowels are associated with the respective moraic structures in 

the underlying representation but that postvocalic moras are derived by the constraints (i)-(iii) 

in (11 a). The constraint WEIGHT BY POSITION (WBP) (see Hayes 1989) guarantees that a 

syllable-final consonant following a short vowel is dominated by its own mora and 3-~ that a 

syllable-final consonant or consonants following two moras is dominated by a third mora. 

Independent phonotactic constraints predict that the second and third consonants under the 

third mora are coronal consonants. DEP-~ is the constraint that prohibits the insertion of a 

mora. The language specific ranking for German and English is presented in (11 b). 

(lla) (i) WBP: A syllable-final consonant following a short vowel is moraic 

(ii) 3-~: A syllable-final consonant or sequence of consonants following two 

tautosyllabic moras is moraic 

(iii) DEP-~: No insertion of a mora. 

(11 b) WBP, 3-~ »DEP-~ 

The ranking WBP » DEP-~ ensures that words like the ones in (7) are parsed as indicated. The 

ranking 3-~ » DEP-~ guarantees the parsings in (9) and (lOa). I show below in §6 that for 

English (but not for German) 3-~ is dominated by two other constraints. 

The advantage of analyzing the maximal syllable of German and English as trimoraic is 

that this representation allows one to make a simple and straightforward statement concerning 

the distribution of underlined strings like the ones in (5) within grammatical words. In contrast 

to bimoraic syllables like the ones in (7), syllablcs dominating three moras, as in (9), have a 

restricted occurrence in the sense that (generally speaking) they cannot surface morpheme-

<) In placing an cmphasis on thc surface rcprcscntation I have heen intluenced not only by recenl work done in 
Optimality Theory (Prinec & Smolensky 1993), but also by carlicr work done on N alural Phonology (Stampe 
J973), Natural Generative Phonology (Haoper 1976) and approachcs to languagc change (e.g. Vennemann 
1988). 
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internally, e.g. monomorphemes like *areelba and *agelmda do not occur. In §4 I discuss the 

distribution of trimoraic syllables in detail and conclude that their occurrence should be 

accounted for by referring to the pword, as I noted in ~ I above. The proposal I defend in that 

section is encapsulated in the constraint in (12): 

(12) THIRD MORA RESTRICTlON (TMR): 

The third mora only surfaces at the end of a pword. 

I assume for purposes of this article that the TMR is a 'primitive' constraint, although it would 

be possible to replace it with an alignment constraint stating that the right edge of a trimoraic 

sequence aligns with the right edge of a pword. Nothing in my analysis crucially requires the 

d . 10 secon option. 

3.2 Alternative proposals 

An obvious alternative to the template in (8) and to representations like the ones in (9) and 

(I Da) is one in which reference is made not to moras, but instead to skeletal positions and/or 

traditional subsyllabic constituents, i.e. the rhyme. In this section r discuss various options 

along these lines that have been proposed in the literature for English and German, as weil as 

one alternative that has to my knowledge not been explicitly stated in print, and show that 

they are all inferior to the moraic approach I outlined in the previous subsection. 

Based on an earlier study by Moulton (1956), Wiese (1988) argues that the German facts 

presented in §3.1 can be explained by referring to the number and type of skeletal positions 

within a syllable. Specifically, he argues that the German syllable has the maximum form in 

(13a), i.e. a single V slot preceded and followed by two C positions respectively. The template 

in (l3a) is also accepted in Wiese's later publications (e.g. Wiese 1991, 1996). 

(13a) (J (13b) (J 

~ 
(J 

~ ~ ~ 
CCVCC CCVCC CCVCC CCVCC 

I I I I I I I I I I I I V I 
The 'maximal' syllable (Wiese 1996) kRal)k t Rau m 9 n 0: m 

Sampie representations of the three German words krank 'siek', Traum 'dream', and Gnom 

'gnome' consisting of the maximum syllab1e in Wiese's model in (13a) have been presented 

\0 One might assume that three segment onsets (e.g. German Straße English street) surface only in pword-initial 
position ~ a treatment 1hat would require that VsCCV hc parscd Vs.CCV in words like astroloRY. Thc rcason I 
assume that VsCCV is parsed V.sCCV (and thcrcfore that sCC can surfacc pword-internally) is that the stop 
following [sI is unaspirated. 
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in (l3b). Note that Wiese's treatment requires long vowels to be analyzed structurally as VC 

and not as VV as is commonly assumed (e.g. Clements & Keyser 1983). 

Mouton (1956) and Wiese (1988, 1996) observe correctly that trimoraic structures (= the 

VCC part of (I3a)) can only be exceeded by coronal obstruents (see (6)). The latter author 

concludes that since there is no slot for such consonants in template (13a), that they are 

situated outside of the syllable. ll A representative example for the German word Mond is 

provided in (14): 

cr 

~ 
C VC C C 

I V I I 
(14) m 0: n d 

I reject analyzing the maximal rhyme of German (or English) as VCC, as in (I3a), for two 

reasons. First, the structure in (I4a) does not describe a SUrf(lC'e syllable of German. The 

reason the structure in (14) is an abstract syllable and not a surface syllable is that the word

final coronal obstruents like the one in (14) undergo Final Devoicing (= [mo:nt]). Since Final 

Devoicing affects syllable-final obstruents l2 the 'stray' !d! in a word like the one in (14) must 

be linked up with the syllable at a later stage in the derivation (see Hall 1992: 124-126 for a 

rule-based approach of German in which these sequences of steps is made explicit). An 

advantage of the present proposal is that the template in (9) holds for the surface represen

tation and does not require reference to an abstract stage in a derivation. 

The second reason I reject an analysis in which the maximal rhyme is VCC, as in (I3a), is 

that it does not allow the TMR in (12) to be stated in an satisfactory way. Thus, assuming the 

template in (l3a), one could only describe the part of the syllable with a restricted distribution 

as 'VCC plus following coronal obstruents', but neither 'VCC', nor 'VCC plus coronal 

obstruents' form a constituent in (13). By contrast, the moraic model I sketched in the 

preceding section allows one to describe the part of the syllable that has a restricted 

distribution in a unified way, namely the third mora. 

A conceivable alternative to the one in (l3a) is a template in which the subsyllabic 

constituent 'rhyme' mediates between the skeletal tier and the syllable node. An analysis 

11 Wiese makes a similar generalization concerning the onsct (:::: the first two C positions in (13a»: Two-member 

onscts eao hc prcccdcd hy [s SL which must be located outside 01' thc ~yl1ahlc hecause they da not fit intD 

template (13a). 
12 Considerable discussion in thc literature has been dcvoted to thc environment 01' German Final Devoicing (see, 
lor exarnple, Vennernann 1972, Wurzel 1980, Hall 1993, Brockhaus 1995 and Wiese 1996 and references cited 
therein). A commonly assumed alternative to thc syllable final environment is that all obstrucnts are devoiced 
within a subsyllahic constitucnt (e.g. coda, rhyme, mora). 
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along these lines might analyze the maximal rhyme of German and English as in (l5a). 

SampIe representations of the three English words elm,feel and line are presented in (l5b): 

(l5a) The maximal rhyme ofEnglish: (l5b) R OR OR 

~ I ~ I ~ 
Rhyme XXX XXXX XXXX 

A I I I I V I I I I I 
XXX E I m f I: I a 1 n 

Giegerich (I 992b: 144ff.) assumes the maximal rhyme structure in (l5a) for English. 13 

Giegerich argues that a three member rhyme of English can only be exceeded by coronal 

obstruents (see (7» and conc1udes that the final coronals in words Iike texts are therefore 

situated outside of the rhyme at the point in the derivation where (l5a) holds. A typical 

representation for this abstract stage (see Giegerich 1992b: 148) is provided in (16): 

( 16) 

o R 

I~ 
X X X X X 

I I I I I 
m a n d 

The template in (l5a) is subject to the same two criticisms that were levelled against the 

CV template in (13a). First, (15a) is an abstract syllable and not a surface syllable. The reason 

the syllable in (16) cannot be correct for the surface is that the final voiceless coronal stop in 

English words like pint undergoes the rule of Glottalization to [ej. Since Glottalization holds 

syllable finally (see Kahn 1976: 84ff., Withgott 1982: 165-169, Gussenhoven 1986, Nespor & 

Vogel 1986: 77-78, Giegerich 1992b: 220-221, Kenstowicz 1994: 69), the implication is that 

this segment cannot be situated outside of the syllab1e on the surface. 

The second criticism of (ISa) is that the part of the syllable that has a restricted 

distribution, i.e. the 'rhyme plus coronal obstruents', is not a constituent. Assuming for the 

sake of argument that there is a surface based template similar to the one in (15a) in which 

final coronal obstruents are Iinked directly to the rhyme, as in (17), one could still not 

adequately describe the part of the syllable that has a limited distribution: 

1.1 Sec also Kiparsky (1981). Borowsky (1986: 146) and Kenstowicz (1994: 2591'1'.), who prcsuppose a templatc 
very similar to the one in (15a) which they express in alternative representational models. 
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( 17) 

~ 
XXXXX 

V 
[-son, CORONAL] 

Given (17), one would be forced to say that the part of the syllable that has a restricted 

distribution is 'a rhyme consisting of three skeletal slots or more', but this seguence is not a 

constituent. 

4 The distribution of trimoraic syllables 

In this section I present data from English and German illustrating the distribution of trimoraic 

structures within grammatical words. An important goal in the following paragraphs is to 

demonstrate the validity of the TMR in (12). 

Consider first the distribution of the bimoraic syllables in den, bee, lie and relay, cf. the 

representations in (7), which I repreat in (18) for convenience: 

(18) (J (J 

Irr Iv 
dEn b i: 1 i: I el 

The words in (19) below all contain such bimoraic syllabies. These words have been 

organized into one of four separate categories. All relevant bimoraic structures in these 

examples have been underiined. The first three environments together can be categorized as 

'morpheme-final position', i.e. word-finally in (I9a), before a compound boundary in (I9b) 

and before a suffix in (19c). The fourth context is illustrated in (I9d). These words show that 

bimoraic syllables also surface 'morpheme-internally', i.e. the bimoraic syllable and the 

following segmentes) are tautomorphemic. 

(19a) Bimoraic syllables word-jinally: 

See 

Tau 

Bett 

'sea' 

'dew' 

'bed' 
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(19b) Bim(Jraic syllables b~fore a compoand boundarv: 

See-tang 'sea-weed' 

Schuh-anzieher 

Blick-kontakt 

'shoe-horn' 

'eye-contaet' 

(19c) Bimoraic syllables hetäre a suffix: 

Droh-ung 'threat' 

schuh-los 

Frei-heil 

'shoe-less' 

'free-dom' 

männ-lich 'man-lv' 

(19d) Bimoraic syllahles morpheme-internally: 

Balalaika 'balalaika' 

Konferenz 

Filter 

'conference' 

'filter' 

Let us now consider the distribution of trimoraic syllabIes. The data in (20) below have 

been organized into three separate contexts: (i) before a word boundary in (20a), (ii) at the end 

of each part of a eompound in (20b) and (iii) before a consonant-inilial suffix in (20e), i.e. 

before a suffix of the form -CV(C). In all three contexts trimoraic syllables surface freely. 

(20a) Trimoraic syllables in wordcfinal position: 

Werk 'work' arm 

Zeit 'time' loud 

Baum 'tree' eel 

Buch 'book' height 

(20b) Trimoraic syl/ahles hetäre a compound houndary: 

Werk-statt 'workshop' arm-chair 

Zeit-geist 

Baum-stamm 

'Zeitgeist' 

'tree trunk' 

loud-mouth 

work-shop 

Buch-weizen 'buckwheat' height-assimilation 

(20c) Trimoraic syllahles before a CV(C) suffix: 

fünf-zig 'fifty' doubt-ful 

leb-los 'Iifeless' fear-less 

Ein-heit 

lieb-lieh 

'uni!' 

'dearly' 

appease-ment 

part-Iy 

The following words all illustrate that trimoraic syllables in the three contexts in (20) can be 

augmented by final coronal obstruents: 
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(2Ia) Trimoraic syllables (including coronal(s)) in word-final position: 

Mond 'moon' sound 

'autumn' 

'fruit' 

(21 b) Trimoraic syllahles (including coronal(s)) before a compound boundary: 

Haupt-mann 'captain' sound-wave 

Markt-platz 'market pI ace' launch-pad 

Obst-garten 'fruit garden' text-book 

(2Ic) Trimoraic syllahles (including coronal(s)) before a CVIC) suffix: 

Freund-schaft 'friendship' bound-Iess 

Pünkt-chen 'Iittle dot' mind-ful 

herbst-lieh 'autumnal' sound-Iy 

There is one significant differenee between the bimoraie syJlables in (19) and the trimoraie 

ones in (20) and (21), namely, trimoraic syllabi es are absent morpheme-internally, i.e. when 

tautomorphemic with the following segmentes). This gap is illustrated with three nonce forms 

in the first column of (22). The occurring words in the right column iJlustrate that bimoraic 

sylJables can surface in a similar environment (see also (19d»: 

(22) No trimoraic syllahles morheme-internally: 

*areel.ba 

*agelm.da 

*Iaim.da 

(cr ar~.na) 

(cr agen.da) 

(cf. balalai.ka) 

While the basic generaJization in (22) is eorreet, I show below in *6 that under eertain 

eompletely predictable circumstanees a syllable ending in VCC or V:C can oecur morpheme

internally, as in (22). 

Let us now consider environment (20c) and (2Ie). Sinee the examples presented there only 

inelude consonant-initial suffixes it is important to consider the status of trimoraic syllables 

before vowel-initial syllabies. That trimoraic syllables are typically barred from oeeurring in 

this environment is a conseguence of syllabification, as illustrated in the German examples in 

(23). These words eonsist of astern + vowel-initial suffix, where the bare stern ends in a 

trimoraic seguence. An examination of the phonetic forms in (23) reveals that the final 

sylJable of the stern is bimoraie, since the stern-final consonant(s) are syllable-initial: 

(23) Bimoraic rhymes he/öre a V(C) suffix: 

Iieb-e [Ji:.b8] 'love (Ip. sg. ind. pres.)' 

erb-en [ EB.b<Jn] 'inherit (inf.)' 
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It should be noted here that the parsings in the phonetic forms in (23) are uncontroversial in 

the literature on German phonology because they can be motivated by language specific 

arguments. In this case, since the Ibl both liebe and erben do not undergo Final Devoicing we 

can safely conclude that they are syllable-initial and not syllable-final. In the final example IR! 

surfaces as [B]. Since r-vocalization uncontroversially takes plaee in coda position (see 

Giegerich 1989: 47ff., Hall 1992: 56-58, 1993: 88tT, Wiese 1996: 256ff.) the implieation is 

that a word Iike erben is parsed IVR.bV/. 14 

Consider now the German examples in (24), which consist of a stem + artig. -artig is 

unique in that it does not alow astern-final consonant to be in the onset, as indicated in the 

phonetie representations. 

(24) sand-artig 

zw~-artig 

baum-artig 

krebs-artig 

[zant.aBtI9] 

[tsvEuk.aBtI9] 

[baum.aBtI9 ] 

[kRe:ps.aBtI9] 

'sand-Iike' 

'dwarf-like' 

'tree-like' 

'erab-like' 

That trimoraic syllables precede the suffix -artig is therefore simply a eonsequence of the fact 

that the stern-final consonant is not situated in on set position. Due to the syllabification data in 

(24) there is agreement in the literature that -artig does not belong to the same pword as the 

stern to which it attaches (see note 2). This ean be captured formally by saying either (i) -artig 

is assoeiated underlyingly with a pword, or (ii) -artig is astern and hence gets parsed as an 

independent pword by (3i) (see Hall 1992: 105- I 06, Wiese 1996: 65, footnote 32, and 

Raffelsiefen 1999b: 272, who take the second option). Tassume here that (ii) is eorree!. 

The contexts in which trimoraic syllables occur are summarized in (25a) and the one 

environment in which they are barred from appearing in (25b) with two nonee words. 

(25a) Three eontexts in which trimoraic syllables occur: 

context 

(i) before a word boundary 

(ii) before a eompound boundary 

(iii) before suffixes of the form -CV(C) 

German 

Werk 

Werk-statt 

lieb-lieh 

(25b) One context in which trimoraic syllables cannot occur: 

context German 

(i) morpheme-internally "areel.ba 

English 

arm 

arm-chair 

event-ful 

English 

*areel.ba 

14 As I note in §6.1.2 below thcrc is no consensus in the Jiteraturc on English phonology that corresponding 

English words (e.g. arriv-al. help-ing) are syllabified as in (23), i.c. IO.laI.VO[J, [hEl.pII)I. As I point out in that 

section many analysts have argued that codas in such words are maximizcd, e.g. [hElp.Il]J (sec, for cxample, 
Sc1kirk 1982, Hammond 1999). See bc10w for furthcr discussion. 
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The analysis of pwords presented in §2 enables us to reduce the three contexts in (25a) to one: 

pword-final position. In all of these examples the underlined sequence is in situated at the 

right edge of a pword based on the algorithm with maps morphological structure into pwords 

in (2). Thus, (2i) predicts that Werk and arm are single pwords, that Werkstatt and armehair 

eonsist of two and that -lieh and -fitl do not belong to the pword of the stern lieb and event. 

Consider now the gaps in (25b). The nonexistenee of morpheme-internal trimoraie 

syllables follows direetly from the algorithm presented in (2) above. Step (2i) guarantees that 

every (monomorphemie) stern be assigned a single pword. Monomorphemie words Iike 

*ageenda and *agelmda are automatieally ruled out because the pword cannot 'split' a 

morpheme, i.e. the pword eonsists either of a single morpheme or more than one morpheme. 

Reeall from (2ii) that astring consisting of stem + vowel-initial suffix has a cohering 

representation, i.e. one in which the stern and suffix are mapped into a single pword. Given 

this parsing, one would not expect to find trimoraie struetures in the eorresponding stern, e.g. 

in a hypothetical word like *(areel.b-ing)w, sinee they are not situated in pword-final position. 

In fact, the nonoccurrence of most trimoraie syllables in this eontext can be attributed to the 

nonexistence of the eorresponding stems, e.g. *areelb-ing is nonoccurring because *areelb 

violates the template in (9). As I show below in ~6, many German and English words do 

indeed exist in which a trimoraic syllable is situated in the stem in stem + vowel-initial suffix 

(e.g. German Mond-e), but they are completely systematic, i.e. there is an independent reason 

why the trimoraic syl1able oeeurs in this eontext. 

5 The pword structure of affixed words 

The proposal sketched in §3 and §4 makes conerete predictions eoneerning the prosodie 

strueture of affixed words. I begin this seetion by eonsidering suffixation and eonclude with 

prefixation. 

The prosodie strueture (i.e. moras, syllabies, feet, and pwords) of affixed words in German 

and English is an extremely broad topie with ramifieations for other aspects of the phonology 

and morphology of these two languages. The purpose of the present section is to apply the 

TMR as a diagnosie for pword strueture of affixed words and to show how it does or does not 

eorrelate with other diagnostics for pwordhood proposed by other Iinguists. 

5.1 Suffixed words 

The German words In the seeond eolumn of (26) consist of sterns ending in a trimoraie 

syl1able followed by the corresponding suffix in the first eolumn. Note that all of the suffixes 

in (26) are eonsonant-initial and trimoraie. Reeall from (2iv) that eonsonant-initial suffixes 

Iike the ones in (26) are noneohering; that is, they are not integrated into the same pword as 

the stern to wh ich they attaeh. 
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(26) sU;jjix example 

-schaft Freundschaft 'friendship' 

-heit Feigheit 'cowardice' 

-haft krankhaft 'morbid' 

-bar lesbar 'readable' 

-lein Häuslein 'house (dim.)' 

-los leblos 'lifeless' 

-sam schweigsam 'silent' 

-tum Reichtum 'riches' 

Since both the stem and suffix must be final in a pword I adopt the representation in (27) for 

these words. In (27) the stem and suffix are dominated by a separate foot (= F in (27) and 

below) to capture the generalization that the stem is primarily stressed (=FJ and the suffix 

secondarily stressed (=Fw)15 Both feet in (27) are dominated by separate pwords. 

co co 

I I 
F, Fw 

I I 
(27) le:p lo:s 

The representation in (27) - in particular the pword dominating the suffix - derives 

additional support from the fact that rule predicting the relative prominence within the 

constituents of a suffixed word makes direct reference to the pword (Raffelsiefen 2000). 16 

In contrast to German, there are apparently no noncohering suffixes of English that bear 

secondary stress wh ich would have a representation like the one in (27) (see Raffelsiefen 

1993: 102ff., 1999b: 254ff.).17 The following German and English exarnples consist of astern 

cnding in a trirnoraic syllable plus a (noncohering) consonant-initial suffix containing a 

reduced vowel (=schwa). 

15 There is general agreement in the literature that suffixes like the ones in (26) are secondarily stresscd (see, für 
exarnple, Kiparsky 1966, Reis 1974, Giegerich 19R5, Eiscnberg 1991, Hall 1998, Raffclsiefcn 2(00). By 
cüntrast, Wiese (1996) does not postulate secondary stress for thc suffixes in (26). See Hall (l998) for criticisms 
ofWiesc's approach. 
16 I leave open thc nature of the prosodie constitucnt that dominates thc two pwords in (27). 
17 As Raffelsiefen (l999b: 255) notes, vowel reduction in certain noncohcring suffixes of English is blocked by 
various phonologieal eonditions, c.g. -hood, ·like, ·>vi.<e, ,fohl, ·most. Shc argues that these suffixes are 
dominated by thcir own reet but not hy their own pwords. 
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(28) suffix example 

(28a) -te filmte 'film (pret.)' 

-ehen Häuschen 'house (dirn.)' 

-sei Überbleibsel 'remnant' 

(28b) -ment statement 

-ness lateness 

-ful faithful 

Four possible representations for the words in (28) have been presented in (29), in whichjilm

te is taken to be a representative example. Since the suffixes in (28) contain schwa they are 

clearly not dominated by their own feet or pwords (see Hall 1999b, Raffelsiefen 2000 for 

German and Raffelsiefen 1999b for English, who arrive at the same conclusion); hence, 

representation (29a) cannot be correct. (29b) is not the right representation because the final 

syllable of the stern violates the TMR by not being situated at the right edge of a pword. The 

two remaining possibilities are the recursive structure in (29c) or the one in (29d) in which the 

suffix is situated outside of the pword of the stern and is linked to a higher contstituent in the 

prosodie hierarchy that is distinct from the pword. 1X 

(29a) (film)"ite)w 

(29b) (filmte)w 

(29c) ((film)w te)w 

(29d) (fihn)w te 

Since no compelling arguments come to mind in favor of (29c) over (29cd) or vice versa, I 

leave this question open for further study. 

My conclusion concerning the pword structure of examples like the ones in (28) has 

consequences for previous proposals made in the literature on German concerning strings 

composed of stern + ehen. I conclude this section by examining the alternatives proposed in 

the literature and by demonstrating that (29d) (or, alternatively (29c)) is the correct one. 

A number of linguists have argued that stern + ehen has the prosodie structure (29a) (see 

Noske 1990, Yu 1992a, Wiese 1996, Noske 1997). The argument these linguists give for this 

representation is that the rule of Dorsal Fricative Assimilation ~ the process whereby /~/ 

assimilates in backness to a preceding central or back vowel ~ is restrictcd to applying only 

when the trigger and target are situated within the same pword, e.g. (taueh-en)ro /tau-~;JnI 

[taux;Jn] 'dive'. Since no assimilation occurs in words like Tau-ehen 'rope (dirn.)' [taupn], 

*[taux;Jn], the phonologists cited above draw the conclusion that stern + ehen must have 

18 For studies in wh ich recursive pwords have been proposed see Zec & Inkclas (1991) for Serbo-Croatian, 
Peperkamp (1997) für the Ncnpolitan dialect 01' Italian and Wiese (1996) für German compound words. 
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representation (29a). As I noted above, the structure in (29a) cannot bc correct because the 

second pword contains schwa as the nuclear element. The generalization concerning the 

domain of Dorsal Fricative Assimilation can still be maintained given the correct structure in 

(29d). Here the /~/ does not become [xl because this segment does not belong to the same 

d t· h 19 pwor 0 t e stem. 

Iverson & Salmons (1992) argue that German has two -ehen suffixes, the first of whieh is 

eohering (= (29b)), and the second of whieh is noncohering, which the authors interpret to 

mean (29a). The first structure is argued to be correct for words like the ones in (30a) and the 

seeond for (30b): 

(30a) Häus-chen 

Bäum-ehen 

(30b) Tau-ehen 

Pfau-ehen 

Tant-chen 

'house (dim.)' 

'tree (dim.)' 

'rope (dim.)' 

'peacock (dim.)' 

'aunt (dim.)' 

The dichotomy between cohering and noncohering -ehen is said to be supported by the fact 

that (i) /r;/ in -ehen does not assimilate to [xl in the noncohering representation in (30b) and 

(ii) only the stems with cohering -ehen undergo Umlaut, whereas the latter do not. Hence, 

Tverson & Salrllons (1992) assume that Umlaut, like Dorsal Fricative Assimilation, only 

operates when the suffix and the stem belong to the same pword20 

Significantly, the vast majority of German words containing -ehen belong to the cohering 

group in (30a); hencc, a consequence of Iverson & Salmons' (1992) treatment is either that the 

pword is not the correct domain of the TMR, or the examples in (30a) constitute idiosyncratic 

exceptions to it. In my treatment the correet representation for -ehen in both (30a) and (30b) 

is (29d) (or (2ge)), since both -ehen's can attaeh to trimoraic stems. With respect to the 

domain of German Umlaut it is noteworthy that Umlaut alternations occur regardless of 

whether or not a suffix is eohering or noncohering, e.g. Haus vs. Häus-er 'houses', häus-lieh 

'domestic'. These examples are important because they tell us that Umlaut cannot be analyzed 

as a rule that only applies when the trigger and target belong to the same pword. 

19 Wiese (1996: 69-72) prescnts a second argument ror trcating ~clze!1 as aseparate pword. In particular, he 
argues that the element that deletcs in coordinatc struclures is a pword; since ~chen dclctes (c.g. Brüder- und 
Sch'rvesterchen 'brother (dim.) and sistcr (dim.)' from Brüderchen und SchH-'esterchen), he concludes that it is 
also a pword. As poinled oul by Hall (199%) and Smilh (2000) Ihe coordinate slruolure deletion data do not 
involve the deletion of a pword. Instcad, the remnant, i.c. that portion of the complcx word left over after 
deletion, is a pword. 
20 Sec also Fery (1995: 2071T.), who argucs that productivc Umlaut, as in the cxamples in (30a), rcquircs a 
syllabic trochee consisting 01' the last syllable 01' thc stem and thc suffix ~chen. 
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5.2 Prefixed words 

The generalizations pertaining to the prosodic structure of stern + suffix sequences above also 

hold for strings consisting of prefix + stern. The words in the second colurnn of (31) contain 

trirnoraic sterns that attach to the trirnoraic prefixes in the first colurnn. 

(31 ) prefix example 

(31 a) aus- Ausfahrt 'driveway' 

auf- Aufstieg 'ascent' 

vor- Vorstoß 'dash' 

durch- Durchzug 'passage (through)' 

(31 b) fore- forewarn 

post- post-date 

trans- trans-act 

out- out -stare 

The correct prosodic structures for these words have been illustrated in (32a) for the German 

word Aujj·tieg and (32b) for the English word j(Jrewurn respectively (see Raffelsiefen 2000: 

SOff.): 

Ws ffiw ffiw 0), 

I I I I 
F F F F 

I I I I 
(32a) auf Sti:k (32b) fO:1 WOlll 

Note that German and English differ crucially with respect to relative prornmence, as 

indicated with the subscripts Os' and 'w' in the structures in (32). The reason the subscripts are 

appended to the pword and not to the foot is that the respective sterns can consist of more than 

one foot, e.g. German unspektakulär 'unspectacular' (prosodically (.l!n)w(sp"ktakul~r) w, where 

the underl ined vowels bear sorne stress and are henee the heads of feet. The stress pattern in 

(32a) and (32b) also holds for prefix + stern, where the prefix (or stern) is birnoraic. For 

exarnple, German prefixes like an- and uno, which are birnoraic, have the same stress pattern 

as the trirnoraic ones in (31 a), i.e. the prefix bears prirnary stress. The same generalization is 

true for English prefixes, e.g. in-, uno, whieh are stressed like the trirnoraic ones in (3Ib). 

The prosodie struetures in (32) - in particular the adjacent pwords - derive support frorn 

two independent sourees. First, these structures are in line with the TMR, since the trirnoraie 

syllables are final in the resepctive pwords. And second, the rules predicting the stress patterns 

in (32a) and (32b), refer crucially to pwords and not so sorne olher constituent (Raffelsiefen 
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2000). In particular, for German aprefix that is a pword is metrically more prominent than the 

stern to wh ich it attaches, but for English the reverse relation holds. 

The following examples consist of unstressed German prefixes followed by trimoraic 

sterns: 

(33) prejix example 

ge- gelernt 'Iearned (part.)' 

be- bewölkt 'c1oudy' 

ver- Verrat "treason' 

zer- zerfurcht 'furrowed' 

er- Erfolg 'success' 

ent- entfernt ' distant' 

Consider first be- and ge-. That these two prefixes cannot be independent pwords (or feet) is 

attested by the fact that the vowel is schwa. Hall (1999b) and Raffelsiefen (2000) argue 

independently that Re- and be- cannot belong to the pword of the stern and conclude that the 

earrect prosodie structure far words with these prefixes is the one in (34a). 

Ws 0), 

I I 
F Fw F 

I I I 
(34a) g;J lERnt (34b) fEU Ra:t 

Consider now ver-, zer- and er-. The pronuneiation dictionaries do not agree on whether or 

not these syllables constitute reduced forms (i.e. Krech et al. 1982 transcribe the nuclear 

portion of these three prefixes as [u) and Drosdowski et al. 1995 as [EU)). I ass urne that the 

prosodie structure varies, depending on the pronunciation: when they surface with the reduced 

vowel [u), Iassume the strueture in (34a) is the eorrect one and when the three prefixes ver-, 

zer-, er- are realized as [EU], then they are dominated by a (weak) foot (see also Wiese 1996: 

94ff.). Since the TMR does not require ver-, zer- and er- to be separate pwords, and since no 

positive evidence to my knowledge suggests this structure, Iassume that representation (34b) 

is correct. 

(34b) is also the correct structure for ent- (see also Wiese 1996: 94ff. and Raffelsiefen 

2000: 46-47). The reason ent- cannot be dominated by ist own pword is that this structure 

would not be in line with the rule discussed after (32) above, which says that aprefix that is a 

pward is metrically more prominent than the stern to which it attaches. I account far the fact 

that the prefix ent- is not in line with the TMR by analyzing this morpheme as exceptionally 
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bimoraic as opposed to trimoraic (see note 6 and §6.3 below for an analysis of exceptional 

moraic structure for English words). 

6 Systematic and idiosyncratic exceptions to the TMR 

As noted above in *4, in both German and English the TMR has a number of systematic 

exceptions, i.e. words containing trimoraic syllables that occur within and not at the end of a 

pword. Both languages also have a small number of idiosyncratic exceptions. The former are 

discussed in §6.1-§6.5 and the latter in §6.6. 

The systematic exceptions to the TMR are significant for two reasons. First, they can be 

shown to follow from an OT-based model by ranking a small number of universal markedness 

constraints referring to syllable structure among themselves, or by ranking various 

markedness constraints ahead of the TMR. Second, the constraints posited below function as 

parameters that differentiate German and English. 

6.1 Syllabification of V:CCV 

Many German and English words contain a bimoraic string (= lang vowel, diphthong or short 

vowel+consonant) followed by CCV within a pword. I abbreviate such bimoraic sequences 

henceforth as V:. Were the first of the two adjacent C's in such strings to be syllabified in 

syllable-final as opposed to syllable-initial position, i.c. V:C.CV, then such words would 

constitute violations to the TMR. Since many German and English words are of the form 

V:CCV we are therefore dealing with a large class of potential counterexamples to the TMR. 

In this seetion I argue that words containing V:CCV typically da not violate the TMR since 

they are syllabified V:.CCV for independent reasons. Under certain circumstances to be made 

explicit below, V:CCV is parsed V:C.CV. I account for such TMR violations by ranking 

constraints in an OT-based approach. 21 

6.1.1 German 

Consider first how German words of the form VCCV are parsed in which the first C is more 

sonoraus than the second, e.g. Tante 'aunt' [tant;)]. There is unanimous agreement in the 

literature on German phonology that such words are parsed VC.CV, e.g. [tan.t;)] - a 

syllabification that is motivated by various language internal arguments (see the discussion 

after (23)). The three markedness constraints in (35a), all familiar from the pre- and post-OT 

literature, when ranked as in (35c), predict the correct syllabification, as shown in the tableau 

in (35d). In (35a) and below SSG = SONORITY SEQUENCING GENERALIZATION (see, for 

example, Selkirk 1984, Clements 1990 and rcferences cited therein). For purposes of this 

21 In this article I only Jiscuss thc parsing 01' V(:)CCV whcn ce rcprcsents an obstruent und a sonorant in eithcr 

order. Both German and English havc many words 01' thc ronn V:CCV, whcrc ce = lwo obstrucnts, e.g. English 

Easter, German Kloster [klo:st"] 'monastery'. As I pointed out in note 10, I assumc that the parsing V:.sCV is 
correct hecausc thc C in both English amI German is unaspirated in this environment 
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article I am assuming the sonority hierarchy in (35b) (see Clements 1990 for a similar 

hierarchy and Hall 1992 and Wiese 1996 for similar proposals for German). 

(35a) (i) SSG: The syllable peak is preceded and/or followed by a sequence of segments 

with progressively decreasing sonority values. 

(ii) ONSET: Syllables are consonant-initial 

(iii) NOCODA: Syllables are open 

(35b) Sonority Hierarchy: vowels > glides > r > I > nasals> obstruents 

(35c) SSG,ONSET» NOCODA 
(35d) I SSG : ONSET NOCODA 

-->[tan.tg] * 
[ta.ntg] *! : 

[tant.;:,] *! * : 

Clearly German ranks faithfulness constraints that prevent the insertion of vowels and the 

deletion of consonants (i.e. DEP-V and MAX-C respectively) higher than NOCODA; this is 

necessary to account for the fact that a surface form like [tan.t;)] is better than [ta.nV.tg] or 

[ta.tg].2223 

Note that the first vowel in the example Tante is short. Were a long vowel to occur before 

CCV then the constraint ranking in (35c) would predict a syllabification that would lead to a 

TMR violation, namely V:C.CV. Barring the systematic exceptions to be discussed in §6.2 

and ~6.4 such examples do not exist, i.e. hypothetical words like [ta:n.tg] are nonoccurring. 

That this is a true systematic gap can be gleaned from the nativized pronunciation of loan 

words containing VNOV or VLOV, in which the first vowel is stressed and tense, e.g. Spanish 

J[u}nta > German J[u}nta, Polish/Czech P[o}lka > German P[:;}lka. In German stressed tense 

vowels are always long; that the stressed vowels in such examples are realized as lax and short 

rather than tense and long attests to the importance of the TMR. 

Consider now German examples which contain V:CCV in which CC exhibits a sonority 

rise. The words in (36) have been divided into three groups based on the nature of the adjacent 

12 Note that the ranking ON SET " NOCODA in (35c) also corrcctly prcdicts that V(:)CV is parscd V(:).CV. As I 

lloted in (23) ahovc, this parsing (as opposed to V(:)C.V) is corrcct hecause thc C llcvcr undergoes processes that 
hold in coda position, c.g. Final Devoicing and r-Vocalizatioll. Many Gcrman words arc of the form VCV, in 

which thc C is preceded by a short vowel, e.g. Bitte [bIt;:::!] 'request', Rogxen [R:lganl 'ryc'. Most investigators 
havc argued that the C in such examplcs is not in absolute syllablc-initial position, but instcad that it is 
ambisyllabic (see Ramers 1992, Wiese 1996 and references citcd therein). [I' such parsings are corrcct thcll the 
present analysis requires an additional constraint that predicts that the optimal syllahification tor a word Iike 

Bitle is [bit"] (with an ambisyllabic [tl) as opposed to [bJ.t,j. The nature of this constraint is not important for 
purposes of this articlc. 
2.~ Recall horn (6) that I analyze final coronal ohstrucnts not as stray, as in (lOh), but instcad as moraic, as in 
(IOa). Sincc obstruents OCCUPY a single position in the sonority hicrarchy in (35b) thc analysis prcscntcd up to 
this point incorrectly predicts that thc [tJ in a ward like Markt cannot bc parscd. This point is discusscd in detail 
in Hall (2000). 
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c's. In (36a) the two C's can also occur word-initially, e.g. [gn bl dR] in Gnade 'mercy', Blitz 

'lightning', drei 'three'. By contrast, in (36b) and (36c) the two C's cannot occur word

initially, i.e. no German ward begins with [dl dn c;n c;m]. The difference between (36b) and 

(36c) is that in the former words the first C in V:CCV is a voiced obstruent and in the latter 

words it is voiceless. In (36b) and (36c) I only give five examples of CC sequences that occur 

word-medially but not word-initially; however, additional examples for both groups can be 

found in the literature (e.g. Hall 1992, Giegerich I 992a, Yu I 992b). 

(36a) regn-en [Re:gn<ln] 'rain (verb)' 

nebl-ig [ne:blrc;] 'foggy' 

zylindr-isch [tsylmdRlS] 'cylindrical' 

(36b) Adler [ a:dlll] 'eagle' 

Handl-ung [handluI]] 'plot (noun)' 

ordn-en [ :l1ldnuI]] 'order (verb)' 

(36c) zeichn-en [tsaJyn<ln] 'draw' 

Atm-ung [a:tmuI]] 'breath' 

I hold that all of the words in (36) are parsed V:.CCV. This syllabification is uncontroversial 

in the examples in (36a), since these on sets occur in word-initial position; what is more, this 

parsing derives support from the fact that voiced obstruents do not undergo Final Devoicing. 

The same reasoning implies that the syllabification V:.CCV is also correct for the examples in 

(36b) (see Hall 1992, Giegerich I 992b, Yu I 992b), since the post-V: obstruent does not 

undergo Final Devoicing. 24 More controversial is the parsing V:.CCV in the words in (36c), 

e.g. [tsaJ.yn<ln] far zeichnen. Since these on sets are nonoccurring word-initially, one might be 

tempted to assume that these words are parsed V:C.CV, e.g. [tsaJc;.n<ln], but we already know 

on the basis of words like the ones in (36b) that the LOI (recall (3iii)) is not exceptionless in 

German. In contrast to the examples in (36a) and (36b) no language internal argument exists 

supporting either the parsing [tsalc;.n<ln] or [tsm.c;n<ln]. Note, however, that the adjacent C's in 

(36c), like those in (36a) and (36b), constitute a sonarity rise when syllable-initial (recall the 

sonority hierarchy in (35b)). Hence, syllabifications like [tsm.yn<ln] not only enable us to 

24 See, however, Rubach (1992), who argucs for thc parsing V:C.CV in words likc Handlung. Problematic rar 
Rubach's approach are monomorphemic words like Adler. 

Two examples of words Iike the ones in (36b) in wh ich the parsing VC.CV appcars to bc correct are Widmung 

[vltmulJ] 'dedication' and Kadmium [katmium] 'cadmium'. That thc ItJ in these words was historically a /d/ 
suggests that this segment was (at that point in time) syllahlc-final and not syllable-initial. The reason these are 
only apparent examples for the parsing YC.CY in Modern Standard German is that the vowcl preeeding the ItJ is 
short and not long. As I mentioned in note 22 most researehers agree that the C in YCY is ambisyllabic if the 
first V is short. If this generalization is corrcet for thc ohstruent in VONV as weil, then the ItJ in words like 
Widmung and Kadmium is ambisyllabic in Modem Standard German. That the historical Idl in these cxamples 
was devoiced suggests that at one point in time this segment was in absolute syllable-final position. It is beyond 
the scope of lhe presenl study to detcrmine under wh ich conditions obstruents in VONV were syllabified into 
absolute syllable-final position and then later reanalyzed as ambisyllabic. 
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eliminate a large number of potential counterexamples to the TMR, they also make sense from 

the point of view of universal preference laws, i.e. they displaya sonority rise consisting of an 

obstruent and a sonorant consonant in syllable-initial position. 

[ argue that the syllabification of the words in (36) falls out in an OT-based approach from 

the two constraints in (37a), the constraints SSG and NOCODA from (35ai) and (35aiii) 

respectively, and the language-specific ranking for German in (37b). The LOI in (37aii) has 

been repeated from (3iii). 

(37a) (i) *COMPLEX: Onsets consisting of more than one member are illicit 

(ii) LOI: In (VC.CV)w, CC does not occur word-initially. 

(37b) SSG» NOCODA» , LOI, *COMPLEX 

Given the ranking for German in (37b), V:CCV is consistently parsed V:.CCV, when the 

second C is more sonorous than the first. This point is made clear in the following two 

tableaus. In (38a) we see three candidates for the word regnen [Re:.gnan] 'rain (verb)', which 

is representative of the words in (36a). The second candidate loses out to the first because it 

violates the higher ranked NOCODA twice; by contrast, the winner violates the same constraint 

only once. In (38b) two candidates are evaluated for the German word Adler, wh ich is 

representative of (36b) and (36c). The LOI is not crucial in the evaluation of such words. By 

contrast, this constraint plays an important role in English (see §6.1.2). 

(38a) SSG NOCODA *COMPLEX 

--7[Re:.gnan] * * 
[Re:g.nan] *1* 

[Re:gn.an] *1 ** 

(38b) I SSG NOCODA LOI : *COMPLEX 

--7[a:.dlu] * * 
[a:d.lu] *1 

Several Iinguists have noted that the voiced obstruents in examples like the ones in (36a) 

and (36b) can undergo Final Devoicing (see Vennemann 1972, Wiese 1988, Hall 1992, 

Giegerich 1992a). This pronunciation is usually described as being typical for a different 

dialect than Standard German, or a different speech register, i.e. fastlcasual speech. Four 

representative examples have been presented in (39): 
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(39) regn-en [Re:kmn] 'rain (verb)' 

nebl-ig [ne:plr<;;] 'foggy' 

Handl-ung [hantlul]] 'plot (noun)' 

ordn-en [:mtn;m] 'order (verb)' 

If, as the linguists listed above assume, the application of Final Devoicing is indicative of the 

parsing V:C.CV, then examples like the ones in (39) violate the TMR. From a formal point of 

view, I account for these TMR violations by positing that for this variety of German 

*COMPLEX is ranked ahead of TMR. What is more, NOCODA cannot be ranked ahead of 

*COMPLEX, as in (38), but instead the reverse holds: *COMPLEX » NOCODA. These rankings 

are summarized in (40a) and illustrated with two candidates for the word rer;nen in the tableau 

in (40b). In this tableau I do not consider the constraints necessary to predict that Igl is 

devoiced (=Final Devoicing). 

(40a) 

(40b) 

* COMPLEX » NOCODA, TMR 

I *COMPLEX I NOCODA 

~[Re:g.n;Jn] * 
*1 

6.1.2 English 

TMR 

* 

Consider now the following English words, all of which contain VCCV or V:CCV. As in the 

German examples in (36), the CC sequence in (41) exhibits a sonority rise. 

(4Ia) capnce [kh;Jphli:s] 

attract [;J!h l<ekt] 

acrue [;JkhlU:] 

(41 b) atlas [ <eel;Js] 

catkin [kh<eekm] 

acne [<ek?ni] 

The wards in (41) have been placed into two separate groups. In (41a) the adjacent C's, i.e. IPl 

11 kll, occur word-initially (e.g. price, Irade, cry) and in (4Ib) they do not, i.e. Itl tl kn/. 

The allophones of Ip t kl provide evidence that the word-medial CC clusters in (4Ia) are 

syllable-initial (i.e. V.CCV) and the on es in (4Ib) are heterosyllabic (i.e. VC.CV ar V:C.CV). 

Since Ip t kl are aspirated in (41a), they are syllable- (and foot-) initial. By contrast, Ip t kI are 

glottalized in (41b), indicating that they are syllable-final. Recall from ~3.2 that Glottalization 

is uncontroversially considered to apply in coda position. The data in (41 b) are significant 
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because lhey differ from the corresponding German examples in (36b), in which phonological 

evidence (i.e. the nonapplication of Final Devoicing) suggests the parsing V:.CCV. 

English words like the ones in (41 a) are correctly parsed as V.CCV with the ranking SSG » 

NOCODA » *COMPLEX that was established in (38a) far German. This is illustrated in tableau 

(42a), in which three candidates for the word acrue are evaluated. English words like the ones 

in (41b) are parsed as VC.CV ar V:C.CV with the language-specific ranking SSG, LOI » 

NOCODA » *COMPLEX. This is shown in the tableau in (42b), in which two candidates far the 

ward atlas are evaluated. In both tableaus I ignore the surface allophones of voiceless stops. 

(42a) I SSG NOCODA *COMPLEX 

~[;J.klU:] * 
[;Jk.1U:] *! 

[;Jkl.u:] *! *! 

(42b) I SSG LOI NOCODA *COMPLEX 

~ [a:t.!;Js] ** 
[a:.tl;Js] *1 * * 

A number of linguists (see below) have noted that in English syllabification is crucially 

dependent on whether or not the vowel before one or more C' s is stressed or unstressed. In 

words like the ones in (41a) the syllable preceding the two C's is unstressed, in which case 

most researchers agree that the two C's are situated in the following onset, i.e. V:.CCV. By 

contrast, when the first vowel is stressed, as in (43), phonologists either assurne that the first C 

is ambisyllabic (see Kahn 1976, Gussenhoven 1986), or that it is in absolute syllable-final 

position (see Selkirk 1982, Hammond 1999): 

(43) apron 

patron 

cobra 

[erpl;Jn] 

[ph eIll;Jll] 

[khoubl;J ] 

I reject the proposed syllabification V:C.CV in such words because a phonological argument 

from English suggests that the first C not be syllable-final: Evidence against the parsing 

V:C.CV is that the first C is not glottalized, i.e. *[phere.l;Jll]. Instead, I follow Kahn (1976) 

and Gussenhoven (1986) in analyzing the first of the two adjacent C' s in words like the ones 

in (43) as ambisyllabic. The ambisyllabic representation for the words in (43) does not violate 

the TMR because the ambisyllabic C is not dominated by its own mora. For example, the [p] 

in apron is linked to the second of the two moras that dominate the long vowel and not to a 

third mora. 
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Accounting far the syllabification of the English data in (41) in an OT-based approach is a 

relatively simple matter, as shown in the rankings and tableau x in (42) above. By contrast, it 

remains to be shown how ambisyllabic consonants in examples Iike the ones in (43) can be 

predicted to occur given surface constraints. I leave open the question of how such constraints 

should be stated formal1y. 

6.2 Syllabification of V:CjV 

The German wards in (44) contain a sequence of V:CjV. In (44a) the C in this string is an 

obstruent and in (44b) it is IR!, which undergoes r-Vocalization to [1l]. The transcriptions in 

(44) are based on Duden (Drosdowski et al. 1990): 25 

(44a) Studium [Stu:.djum] 'studies' 

Radio [Ra:.djo] 'radio' 

(44b) Orient [o:ll.jmt] 'orient' 

Ferien [fe:ll.jm] 'vacation' 

Karies [ka:ll.j:Js] 'cavity' 

Bakterie [bak.te:ll.j;J] 'bakteria' 

Vater (1992) notes that even the pronounciation dictionaries cannot agree on whether or not 

the i in words like the ones in (44b) is to be pronounced as a glide (transcribed here as UD or a 

vowel (=[i]). According to Drosdowski et al. (1990) the i in (44b) (and (44a)) is a glide and 

not a vowel. B y contrast, Krech et al. (1982) transcribe the i in the words in (44a) as a glide 

and the ones in (44b) as [i] and write explicitly that i in the latter words is pronounced as a 

vowel (p. 32). In the first part of this seetion I account for the data in (44) and in the second 

part I analyze the data in Krech et al. (1982). 

Consider first the examples in (44a). In al1 of these words the pre-Ul consonant is a voiced. 

Since this sound does not undergo Final Devoicing we can safely conclude that it is situated in 

the onset. Hence, a word like Studium is syllabified Utu:.djum] and not Utu:d.jumJ, and since 

the first syllable is open, this parsing does not violate the TMR. The parsing V:.CjV falls out 

from the ranking SSG » NOCODA » *COMPLEX, which was established on the basis of the data 

in (36) and illustrated in the tableau in (38a).26 

os Same of the studies devoted to the distribution af German glides include Moulton (1962), Kloeke (1982), 
Vater (1992), Hall (1992) and Wiese (1996). None ofthese linguists propase an analysis for German glides that 
is akin to the one presentcd in this scction. 
26 Recall from (39) that ccrtain varietics of German havc the option of syllabifying the first 01' two adjacent es in 

V(:)CCV in the coda of the first syllable. By contrast, this parsing is not passihle for the examples in (44a), i.e. 

the pronunciation [Stu:tjum] is incorrccL I assumc that forms such as [J'tu:t.juml arc ruled out by virtue ofthe fact 
that they pose worse violations to thc SYLLABLE CONTACT LAW (see Murray & Ycnnemann 1983 and 

Vennemann 1988) than forms like [Re:k.non] (for relinen). I da not pursue this possihility here and simply 1cavc 

it open [or further study. 
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An examination of the phonetie form of the examples in (44b) reveals that /Ri is voealized. 

Sinee r-voealization uneontroversially takes plaee in eoda position (see the diseussion after 

(23)) the implieation is that these words are parsed IVR.jV/, e.g./ka:R.j;Js/ (=[ka:B.j;JsJ) and not 

/ka:.Rj;Jsl. Since the vocalized-R is preceded by a lang vowel, the examples in (44b) are 

significant because they all violate the TMR. 

The words in (44b) do not conform to the TMR because the latter constraint is outranked 

by a higher one barring syllable-initial [Rj]. Assuming the sonority hierarchy in (35b), [Rj] 

cannot occur in syllable-initial position because the two segments are too close together on 

this scale (see Vennemann 1988: 44 for discussion on the avoidance of syllable-initial 

[r]+gJide in Germanic); hence, the constraint barring syllable-initial [Rj] can be thought of as 

being a conseguence of the constraint in (45a), which I call MINIMAL SONORITY DrSTANCE 

(MSD) (see Selkirk 1984 for a pre-OT treatments of minimal sonority distance reguirements 

in EngJish). For purposes of this article I assume that the MSD refers specifically to [Rj]: 

(45a) MSD: [Rj] is a nonoccurring onset 

(45b) MSD» TMR 

Given the language-specific ranking for German in (45b) the correct output forms in (44b) can 

be obtained. This is illustrated in the following tableau for Karies: 

(46) =====if==..;M;;,S;;;;D~=i===::;T~M;;;.R~ 
* 

[ka:.Rj;JS] *' 

That 'R' in the winning candidate in (46) is phonetieally [B] is aecomplished with additional 

eonstraints that do not concern us here27 
28 

According to Krech et al. (1982: 32) the i after /Ri is predielably [i] or [j]' depending on the 

IDeation of word stress. When the syllable before /Ri is stressed, then [i] surfaees, as in (47a) 

below. By contrast, when the vowel following i is stressed, i surfaces as [j]' as in (47b):29 

27 German also has words containing V:CjV where the C is a lateral 01' a nasal, e.g. Familie [fami:lja] 'family', 

Linie lli:nj~l 'line'. 1t is unclcar whether or not [I] and [nl in these and similar words are syllable-initial or 
syllable-final. If the latter parsing is correct then this would suggest that the MSD he rcformalized as a constraint 
barring on sets consisting 01' a sonorant consonant followed by Lil. If [I] und In] are syllable-initial then the MSD 

in (45a) is correct and the parsing V:.CjV, where Cis a liquid or nasal, is a consequence ofthe ranking in (38a). 

2~ One cannot predict that [ka:Rjas] is bettel' than lka:.Rj~s]] with the ranking *COMPLEX » NOCODA because 
German rcguirc, the oppo,ite ranking ofthese two constraint, (,ce (37b) and (38a)). 
2<; See also Drosdowski et al (1990: 35): "Vor unbetontem Vokal wird ri] nach [r] nicht so leicht unsilbisch wie 
vor betontem Vokal.. .. ". 
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(47a) Orient [,o:Rimt] 'orient' 

Ferien [,fe:Rim] 'vacation' 

Karies [,ka:Ri;Js] 'cavity' 

Bakterie [bak'te:Ri.;J] 'bakteria' 

(47b) äquatorial [Ekvat01~'ja:l] 'equatorial' 

bakteriell [baktec'jEl] 'bakterial' 

kurios [kuc'jo:s] 'curious' 

The curious stress condition only makes sense when one considers the length of the vowel 

preceding IR!. A number of writers have observed that German has long tense vowels like [i: 

u: e:] as weIl as short tense vowels like [i u e] which are in complementary distribution: The 

long vowels surface when stressed and the short ones when unstressed (see Reis 1974, Ramers 

1988, Wiese 1988, Hall 1992, Wiese 1996). Examples can be gleaned from the words in (47). 

In (47a) the stressed vowels are all long and tense and in (47b) the unstressed vowels 

preceding IR! are short. If 'short' and 'long' translate into single and bimoraic structures 

respectively, we see that the reason IR! can be syllabified into the coda in (47b) (and 

subsequently undergo r-Vocalization) is that this segment is preceded by a monomoraie 

syllable. By eontrast, IR! in (47a) cannot be syllabified into the coda because this segment is 

preceded by a bimoraic syllable. Put differently, the data in (47) show that for Kreeh et al. 
1!' (J 982) the TMR and the MSD are equally ranked. 

6.3 ExceptionaI moraic structure 

As pointed out by Borowsky (1986, 1989), syllable-final sequences in English like VCC and 

V:C ean violate her equivalent of the TMR when the final C or ce satisfy certain 

requirements (made speeific below) eoncerning the plaee of articulation. In the following 

paragraphs I present an alternative aeeount of such morpheme-internal sequences as being 

exceptionally bimoraic. 

The underlined strings in the English words in (48) all appear to violate the TMR, since 

they are all pword-internal. In all of these examples the underlined string consists of a short 

vowel + nasal + homorganic stop, which I abbreviate henceforth as VNS. These words eonsist 

of monomorphemic und polymorphemic words. 

(48) empty extinction 

pumpkin instinctive 

bumpkin rambunetious 

sphineter bumptious 

.10 In V:CjV sequences in English, e.g. union, chameleon, the TMR would bc violated given the parsing V:C.jV. I 

lcave open how such words should be syllabified.lnlcrcstingly. there are 00 Eoglish wards ofthe form V(:)ljV. 
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apopemptic 

plankton 

sY!!!l2tom 

handsome 

scrumptious 

unctuous 

puncture 

assumption 

Note that the segment following the VNS string in (48) is a stop or fricative. Although some 

English words contain a syllable-final VNS before a liquid or nasal, e.g. antler, ointment, I do 

not group together such examples with the ones in (48) for reasons to be made explicit below. 

Instead, I treat word with VNS followed by a sonorant as idiosyncratic exceptions to the TMR 

(see §6.6). 

Equivalent German examples containing a pword-internal VNS followed by an obstruent 

have been presented in (49). As in English the underlined strings in the German words occur 

in both monomorphemes and polymorphemic words." 

(49) Plankton 'plankton' Adjunkte 'adjunkts' 

SY!!!I2tom 'symptom' disjunktiv 'disjunktive' 

Funktion 'function' Punkte 'periods' 

Interpunktion 'punctuation' distinkte 'distinct (nom. sg. fern.)' 

Disjunktion 'disjunction' Instinkte 'instinkts' 

Sanktion 'sanction' prompte 'prompt (nom, sg. fern.)' 

Apparrently there are no German words like antler and ointment in which the segment 

following a syllable-final VNS is a nasal or a liquid. 

I account for the data in (48) and (49) by analyzing the underlined strings as exceptionally 

bimoraic. This is accomplished with the constraint in (SOa), which I call VNS. 

(SOa) VNS: A syllable-final VNS is parsed as bimoraic if an obstruent folIows. 

(SOb) VNS» 3-/-1 

The VNS is crucially ranked ahead of 3-/-1 (recall (1Iaii)), as shown in (SOb) - a ranking that 

ensures that a syllable-final VNS sequence is parsed as bimoraic rather than trimoraic32 

3! Note that the obstruent after VNS in the words in (49) is an anterior coronal, i.c. [t tsl Thatlabial, velar and 
postalveolar obstrucnts are nonoccurring in this context is a consequenL:c of a general phonotactic L:onstraint 
ensuring that the seL:ünd of two adjaccnt (intervocaIic) übstruents is an anterior L:oronal, i.e. sequences like 
[VkpV] and [YpkV] are nonoccurring. The same gcneralization holds [or English, although there are süme 
cxceptions, e.g. napkin. 

J2 RCL:all früm note 6 that I analyzc English [0:1] as eXL:cptionally bimoraic, sinL:c this sequenL:e can he followed 
hy noncoronal obstrucnts in word-final position, e.g. fork, ahsorh, horn. Given this treatment it is not surprising 

that [O:lJ can surface within a pword in apparent violation or the TMR, e.g. morning, org)', Mormon. 
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Interestingly, there is a strong tendency to delete the S in VNS precicely in the context in 

(SOa), i.e. befare an obstruent, when S shares the same place features with a preceding nasal. 

For example, a ward like empty can be pronounced [Empti] ar [Emti] (see Borowsky 1989: 

161). Several authors have noted that the post-sonorant stop in German examples Iike the ones 

in (49) can optionally delete as weil (see, far example, Hall 1992: 117-118). Indeed, the 

optional deletion of the S in VNS before an obstruent is the reason why I do not consider 

words like am/er and ointment to belong in (48). 

The underlined strings in English wards like the ones in (51) also appear to violate the 

TMR (see Borowsky 1986, 1989 who makes this observation). Monomorphemes have been 

presented in (51 a) and stern + vowel-initial suffixes in (51 b). The examples in (51) are all 

similar in the sense that the final consonant of the underlined strings shares the same place of 

articulation with the following consonant; thus, sequences Iike [e:m] and [e:n] are followed by 

[b] and [d] respecti vely. I refer to the underlined strings in (51) henceforth as V:N. 

(51 a) dainty bounty boulder (51 b) paint-ing 

laundry mountain shoulder find-ing 

foundry poinsettia cauldron sound-ed 

scoundrel poinciana holster hold-ing 

bounteous bolster 

chamber poultry 

cambric smoulder 

maintain doldrums 

The data in (51) reveal that the consonant following V:N is a homorganic obstruent33 

A comparison of the English examples in (51) with the German forms in (52) reveals a 

significant difference between the two languages. While there are many monomorphemic 

English words Iike the ones in (51 a), corresponding German examples are nonoccurring. By 

contrast, Gennan permits heteromorphemic wards like the ones in (52), in which the final 

nasal in the underlined string is homorganic with the following stop: 

(52) Freund-e 'friends' 

Mond-e 'moons' 

Feind-e 'enemies' 

Fahnd-ung 'search' 

JJ Borowsky (1989) considcrs words likc ancient, danRer and angcllo belang to the examplcs in (51) as weIl. 

The status 01' thc V:N strings in such words is not clcar bccause the sound that follows rnl is postalveolar, i.c. [tS 
d3], and hence not homorganic with the preccding rnl 
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In the remainder of this section I concentrate only on the English examples in (51) and return 

to the carresponding German words in (52) in the following section. 

I propose the constraint in (53a), which ensures that V:N i, parsed as bimoraic when the N 

shares the same place node as the following obstruent: 

(53a) V:N: A syllable-final V:N is parsed as bimoraic if an obstruent follows that IS 

homorganic with N. 

(53b) V:N» 3-f,t 

The language-specific ranking in (53a) ensures that astring V:N In words Iike ehamber is 

parsed as bimoraic and not trimoraic. 

Borowsky (1986, 1989) argues that the underlined strings in English wards like ehamber in 

(5Ia) (as weil as (48» can be explained by appealing to Hayes' (1986) Linking Constraint. 

Specifically, she argues that her equivalent of the TMR makes reference to a single line of 

association between the root node and the place node. Since the N and following C in (51) all 

share the place node, there exists a multiple link between two root nodes and a single place 

node and the Linking Constraint predicts that the relevant constraint should not hold. The 

upshot is that Borowsky's treatment allows morpheme-internal strings like V:N in wards like 

eh amber since they do not violare her constraint. 

The problem with Borowsky' s solution is that she employs the Linking Constraint as a 

diacritic. As pointed out by Hayes (1986) the Linking Constraint can only be invoked to block 

a constraint (or rule) if there exists an independent reason for formalizing it with a single line 

of association between the relevant tiers. I reject Borowsky's analysis because there is no such 

independent motivation for requiring that the TMR (or Borowsky's equivalent thereof) refer 

to a liDe of association between the root and place nodes. 

6.4 Morphologically related words 

An additional set of systematic counterexamples to the TMR are the German words in the first 

column of (54) (see also (52». Note that all of these German examples are heteromorphemic 

and that the underlined string occurs in the stern. In (54a) the final segment in the under1ined 

trimoraic syllab1e is a nasal (=[n]) that is homorganic with the following stop or fricative. By 

contrast, in (54b) the final consonant of the underlined sequence is not homorganic with the 

following consonant. All of the stern + suffix sequences in (54) are parsed as single pwords by 

(2iii) because the suffix is vowel-initiaI. 
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(54a) derived ward stem 

Mond-e Mond 'maons' 

Freund-e Freund 'friends' 

Freund-in Freund 'female friend' 

sich an-freund-en Freund 'make friends' 

Feind-e Feind 'enernies' 

An-feind-ung Feind 'hostility' 

sich ver-feind-en Feind 'become enemies' 

Fahnd-ung fahnd- 'search (noun)' 

fahnd-en fahnd- 'search (inf.)' 

einst-ig einst 'anee' 

ernst-e ernst 'serious' 

Ernte ernt- 'harvest 

Dienst-es Dienst 'service' 

(54b) Obst-es Obst 'fruit' 

nächst-e nächst 'next' 

Markt-es Markt 'market' 

Häupt-e Haupt 'chief' 

feucht-e feucht 'damp' 

leicht-e leicht 'light' 

feilsch-en feilsch- 'bargain (verb)' 

fürcht-en Furcht 'fear' 

beicht-en beicht- 'confess' 

leucht-en leucht- 'shine' 

jauchz-en jauchz- 'shout for joy' 

rillPs-en rülps- 'burp' 

seufz-en seufz- 'sigh' 

verleumd-en verleumd- 'slander' 

One cannot invoke the constraint V:N posited in (53a) to accaunt for the German examples in 

(54a) far two reasons. First, this approach would not explain the absence of German 

monomarphemes like chamher, and second, it would fail to account far the existence of TMR 

violations in the underlined strings in (54b). 

The reason the underlined sequences in (54) are systematic counterexamples to the TMR is 

that they are all the derived farms of the corresponding stems. In all of the bare stems in (54) 

the identical segment structure is preserved in the derived farms; hence, the data in (54) 
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illustrate 'paradigm uniformity' .34 Put differently, the reason the underlined strings in (54) 

violate the TMR is that there is pressure to avoid allomorphy by keeping the paradigms 

intaet. 35 Formally I adopt the constraint LEVEL in (55a) (from Raffelsiefen 1995: 28ff.). In 

eontrast to pi nut-output faithfulness consitraints, e.g. MAX-IO and DEP-IO, LEVEL compares 

the surf'ace forms in a paradigm. 

(55a) LEVEL: All members of a paradigm must have identieal forms. 

(55b) MAX-Il: No deletion of a mora. 

(55e) MAX-Il» TMR, LEVEL 

In addition to LEVEL my analysis requires the faithfulness eonstraint MAX-Il in (55b), which 

penalizes any output form in whieh an underlying mora has been deleted. Given the ranking 

for German in (55e) the violations to the TMR in (54) can all be aeeounted for, as I 

demonstrate below. 

Let us eonsider the pair {Obst, Obstes} as a representative example of a 'paradigm' in (54). 

Four possible paradigms (or, 'eandidate sets') are presented in (56), wh ich differ in terms of 

the length of the initial vowel. In (56) and below the moraie strueture is assumed to be a 

funetion of the corresponding segment structure; hence, the stem syllable in all eight phonetic 

forms are trimoraic. MAX-Il violations are determined by comparing the length of the vowel in 

both the nonderived form and the derived form with the (bimoraic) /0:/ in the underlying form 

/o:pst/. 

(56) A 

([.o:pst.Dw 

([.o:p.st:Js.Dw 

B 

([.o:pst.Dw 

([. :lp.st:Js. Dw 

C 

([.:lpst.Dro 

([.o:p.st:Js·Dw 

D 

([.:lpst.])w 

([. :lp.st:Js.])w 

Compare first the winner A with candidate sets Band C. While A violates the TMR once (in 

[.o:p.st:Js.]), it is eompletely faithful to LEVEL and to MAX-Il. By contrast, the candidate sets 

in Band C reveal that LEVEL and MAX-Il are violated once. Consider now the tableau in (57). 

The reason MAX-Il (and not LEVEL) is ranked erucially ahead of TMR can be dedueed by 

examining candidate set D. Here LEVEL and TMR are satisfied, but MAX-Il is violated twiee: 

.,4 By 'idcntieal stem structure' I mean speeifically vowcl and consonant Icngth. For cxarnplc, a stcrn ending in 

V:CC preserves V:CC when a suffix is added. 
35 Some of the reeent literature on thc role of paradigm uniformity in phonology inc1udcs Raffclsicfcn (1995), 
Kcnslowicz (1996). Benua (1997). and Steriade (1999). See also Kager (1999: chapter 4) rar a synthesis on the 
recent literature on this topic. Paradigm uniformity has enjoyed a long tradition in linguisties. For carlier studies 
see Kurylowicz (1949) and Kiparsky (1982). 
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(57) MAX-ll LEVEL TMR 

~A * 
B *1 * 
C *1 * * 
D *!* 

A final remark needs to be made eoneerning the words in (54). In some of these examples 

we see stem alternations, e.g. in the pair {Mond, Mondes} in (54a) the bare stem is 

pronouneed [mo:nt] but as [mo:nd] with the suffix -es. In (54b) we see that in the paradigm 

{Haupt, Häupt-e} only the latter stern exhibits Umlaut of the stem vowel. What these 

examples tell us is that LEVEL is dominated by other eonstraints that allow for allomorphy. I 

do not present a formal analysis of these examples here, sinee it would detraet from the main 

issues dealt with in the present paper. Let us simply posit that eonstraints neeessary to aeeount 

for Final Devoieing and other alternations must be higher ranked than TMR. 30 

6.5 Prosodie eompounds 

In this seetion I diseuss German and English words in whieh a trimoraie syllable surfaees 

within a polysyllabie morpheme. I argue that sueh morphemes should be analyzed as prosodie 

eompounds, i.e. they are identieal to eompound words in terms of prosodie but not 

morphologieal structure. In contrast to the examples discussed in *6.1-*6.4, the prosodie 

struetures I posit below do not fall out from eonstraint rankings, but instead derive historieal 

motivation. 

The underlined sequenees in the monomorphemie German words in the first eolumn of 

(58) appear to violate the TMR. In (58) and below MHG = Middle High German. 

(58) Antwort MHG antwürte 'answer' 

Antlitz MHG antlitze 'face' 

Urlaub MHG urloup 'vacation' 

Ursprung MHG ursprune 'cause' 

Thc existcnee of a trimoraie structure internal to a morpheme in the examples in (58) has the 

same explanation: These words are historieally of the form prefix + stem, where the under

Iined portion subsumes the moraie strueture of the prefix. Consider first Antwort and Antlitz. 

The Ant- in both of these forms is historieally the (primarily stressed) prefix ant-, whieh, in 

the vast majority of other German words whieh eontained it, redueed to ent-, e.f. entfernt 

'distant' in (33), in which the stern and not the prefix is stressed. By contrast, the Ant- in the 

.,6 In German there is tn my knowlcdgc one cxamplc of a morpheme conLaining a long vowcl in the underived 

form, namcly Polen [po:.!"n[ 'Poland', which is shortened upon suffixation, cf. poln-isch [pol.mSI 'Polish'. 
Since this is the only example of a morpheme violating LEVEL, Iassurne it is a lexically Jisted exception. 
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first two words in (58) retained its stress and therefore did not reduee. In Modern Standard 

German the earlier morphologieal strueture is eompletely opaque; hence the words Antwort 

and Antlitz are pereeived as monomorphemie. The same generalization pertains to Urlaub and 

Ursprung, both of whieh eontain the historical prefix Ur-, but whieh are pereeived as 

monomorphemes. 37 

I analyze the examples in (58) as prosodie eompounds, i.e. as words that are analyzed as 

compound words from the point of view of prosodie strueture and not morphological 

strueture. 3S Put differently, all of the words in (58) are monomorphemes from the point of 

view of morphology, but the prosodie strueture is the same as in true prefix + stern forms in 

whieh the prefix is stressed (see (32a». Thus, in the development from MHG to Modern 

Standard German the morphologieal strueture ehanged but the prosodie strueture remained 

intact. 

Let us now eonsider the nature of the prosodie representations for the words in (58), in 

partieular foot- and pword-structure. With respeet to the former eonstituent, one could either 

say the examples in (58) are dominated by (i) a single trochaie foot, or (ii) two separate 

monosyllabie feet. I adopt (ii) and reject (i) because only the former but not the latter can 

account for the fact that the words in (58) are stressed likc eompounds (e.g. Bahnhof) and 

prefix + stern words where the prefix is stressed, e.g. Aufstieg. In other words, the second 

syllable in the Modern German words in (58) be ars seeondary stress. In order to capture the 

generalization that the first foot in words like Antwort is strong (=primary stress) and the 

second weak (=seeondary stress) the first pword is labeled s (=strong) and the seeond one w 

(=weak) (reeall prefixed words like Aufstieg in (32a)). Taking the pword into eonsideration, 

there are two possible representations, i.e. (59a) and (59b), for the examples in (58). I hold 

that (59a) is eorreet for the words in (58) but that other German (and English) words discussed 

below require the structure in (59b). 

(j), <Dw (j) 

I I A 
F F F, Fw 

I I I I 
(59a) ant v::mt (59b) ant VJ13t 

The analysis presented in the preceding seetions provides two reasons for (59a) and against 

(59b). First, the first syllable in (59b) but not (59a) violates the TMR. Second, the rule 

37 Modern German still retains the productive prefix Ur-, c.g. Uroma 'grcat-grandma'. 
58 See also Becke,. (1996: 276-278), who considers German wards like the ones in (58), os well as proper names 
lo he Scheinkomposita, i.e. words that are prosodically but not morphologieally compounds. Howcvcr, Becker 
does not say explicitly how such examples should be reprcsented prosodically in terms of fect and pwords. 
Raffelsicfen (2000: 45) argues similarly that ccrtain words, c.g. Abenteuer 'adventure' that wem etymologically 
never compounds arc 'pseudo-compounds'; i. c. grammatical words composed of more than one pword. 
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referred to in §5 which predicts that the prefix in prefix + stern is primarily stressed is 

correctly satisfied only in (59a) but not in (59b) (recall that this constraint refers to two 

adjacent pwords).'Y 

Note that the pwords In representation (59a) cannot be predieted based on the algorithm 

presented in (2). The reason anl- and Ur- as weil as the elements to which they attach in (59) 

cannot be parsed as pwords is that these sequences of sounds are neither sterns marked for a 

lexical category, nor (stressed) prefixes. That anl- and Ur- are historical prefixes is not apart 

of the competence of native speakers, but the prefixal nature of an!- and Ur- is captured in the 

prosodie strueture alone. Sinee (2) cannot eorreetly parse an!- and Ur- as a pword, the pwords 

in representations like the one in (59a) are underlying. 

Borowsky (1986, 1989) notes that her equivalent of the TMR does not govern proper nouns 

like the ones in (60). If these items are monomorphemic words (=single pwords), then they 

violate the TMR: 

(60) Elmhurst 

Kingsley 

Grimsby 

Greenberg 

Skgrnund 

Kleinhenz 

Bernhard 

Salzburg 

I analyze names Iike the ones in (60) as prosodie compounds, i.e. (59a) is the eorreet 

representation. This strueture is supported by the fact that the stress pattern of the names in 

(60) is identieal to the stress pattern of compound words with primary stress on the first 

eonstituent, e.g. MSG Bahnhof' 'train station' ['ban.,ho:tl In fact, some of the names in (60) 

are obviously eompounds, e.g. Salzburg. It is also signifieant that names like the ones in (60) 

behave as two pwords in other respeets. For example, one property shared by proper names 

and compounds in German is that they allow a sequenee of [tkl, e.g. Bralkarloff'eln 'fried 

potatoes', Edgar, whereas this sequenee is ruled out morpheme-internally. Examples of 

" See also Booij (1999: 59-60), who argues that ccrtain Dutch words have the rcprescntation (59a). Gicgcrich 
(1985: 77ft".) analyzcs words likc the ones in (58) as morpho[ogical compounds in order to explain why thc first 
syllable and not thc final one is stresscd. Thc present treatment captun~s thc gcneralization that these words 
behavc phonologically as two words but morphologically as one. 

Additional examplcs 01' German and English words in which thc TMR is violated in abound stern include 
certain days 01' the week, as in (i) and (ii): 
(i) Montag 'Monday' (ii) Tucsday 

Dienstag 'Tuesday' Wednesday 
Samstag 'Saturday' 

That thc sccond part 01' the cxamplcs in (i) and (ii) (i.c. -tag und -day) bears sccondary stress implies that these 
words consist of two separate feet. Iassurne that thc enrree! prosodie structure for these examples is (59a), in 
which case thc undcrlincd strings in (i) and (ii) da not violatc the TMR. This analysis is supported by thc 
clymology 01' thc respectivc sterns, which were all anee f-j'ce morphemes corrcsponding to thc names of 
Germanic gods. 
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phonological generalizations in English that do not hold for proper names are discussed in 

Raffelsiefen (1993: 90-92).40 

Additional examples of words that appeal' to violate the TMR have been listed in (61): 

(61a) Kaninchen 'rabbi!' (6Ib) grateful 

Mädchen 'girl' ruthless 

Radieschen 'raddish' annlet 

Kürschner 'furrier' 

Hälfte 'half' 

The examples in (61) are similar in the sense that they contain a 'bound roo!' plus a 'suffix'. 

Two typical examples are the words Kaninchen and Mädchen in (61 a). These items are 

synchronically monomorphemic but they were once heteromorphemic, i.e. MHG kanInchen 

meant 'rabbit (dirn.)', which was formed productively from the noun kanIn 'rabbit'. The latter 

word eventually dropped out of the language, at which point the meaning of Kaninchen 

became lexicalized. Mädchen similarly derives from Early New High German (ENHG) 

Mägdchen 'maiden (dim.)'on the basis of the stern Magd 'maiden'. If the TMR has been 

active since MHG then MHG Kaninchen and ENHG Mägdchen were clearly not exceptions to 

the TMR. The first part of the English words in (61 b) was similarly at one point in the history 

of English an occurring free form (grate< Latin griitus 'agreeable'; ruth- < Middle English 

rewthe 'remorse'). 

Although the morphological boundaries in (61) were lost, the prosodic structure was 

retained. Thus, in Modern Standard German and Modern English the pword structure of the 

examples in (61) is as in (62). Note that these representations are identical to the on es posited 

earlier for true stern + suffix sequences in wh ich the suffix contains a reduced vowel (see 

(31d)). 

(62a) (Kanin)cochen 

(Mäd)cochen 

(Radies )cochen 

(Kürsch)coner 

(Hälf)cote 

(62b) (grate)coful 

(ruth)coless 

(arm)co1et 

Since the 'bound roots' in (62) are not true morphological sterns that are marked for lexica1 

category membership, Iassume that the pword structure in (62) is underlying. 

40 Othcr proper namcs cannot bc rcpresented prosodically as in (59a) hecausc thc secelnd syllable contains a 

rcduccd vowcl, e.g. Ruhnke lRu:n.kdJ, and Dresden [dRe:s.ddnl I assume that cxamples like these are 
rcprcscnlcd as in (62) bclow. 
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The words in (58) and (60) show that it is possible for the morphological sructure to 

become opaque historically but that the pword (and foot) strueturc remains intact. In contrast 

tü the examples in (58) and (60), many words in German and English have undergone both a 

morphologieal and a prosodie restructuring. Examples of historieal eompound words that have 

restruetured to single pwords are listed in (63) (from Raffelsiefen 1993, I 999a, Booij 1999): 

(63) business 

eupboard 

breakfast 

postman 

shepherd 

A eomparison of the phonetie representation of the words in (63) with the phonetie form of 

the words from which they derive indieates that the prosodie restrueturing triggered various 

segmental proeesses, e.g. the deletion of [i] in business, the reduction of [pb] to [b] 10 

cupboard, the reduction of unstressed vowels to sehwa in break fast, postman and shepherd. 

The German examples in (64) underwent a restructuring or pwords as in the English 

examples in (63): 

(64) Himbeere 

Brombeere 

MHG hintber 

MHG bramber 

'rasberry' 

'blackberry' 

These words are etymologically eompounds; in contrast to MSG, the first part of hintber and 

bramber were attested in MHG as free morphemes, i.e. MHG hinde, MSG 'Hirschkuh', MHG 

brame MSG 'Dornstraueh' . If, as suggested above, the TMR were active in MHG, then these 

original compounds had the pword strueture in the first column of (65). I assurne that the loss 

of hinde and brame as free morphemes meant that the first part of the original eompounds 

could not be parsed as a pword, sinee hinde and brame had lost their status as sterns marked 

für a lexieal category. Sinee the trimoraie syllables violated the TMR they were subsequently 

shortened.41 

(65) (hint)(O(ber)(O 

(bräm)(O (ber)" 

(Himbeere )(0 

(Brombeere )(0 

'rasberry' 

'blaekberry' 

There is, however, an important differenee between the prosodie restructuring that occurred in 

the English examples in (64) and in the Modern German ones in (65): The former words are 

composed of a single pword and a single (troehaic) foot, whereas the Modern German 

41 Clcarly, one nccds to account for why the prosodie restructuring as in (65) occurred in these examples but not 
in others. For examplc, the prosodie structurc of the days of the week (see note 39) were not rcstructured into 
single pwords. In this particular case I assume that thc prosodie struclurc in thc days of thc weck was retaincd 
becausc these are highly frequent words. 
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examples in (65) consist of a single pword and two feet. Thus, the representation In (59b) 

above is the correct one for MSG words like Himbeere and Brombeere, 

6,6. Idiosyncratic exceptions 

The f01l0wing is a list of Gennan and English words in which the underlined sequences 

violate the TMR. Since none of these words can be grouped together with any of the 

systematic counterexamples discussed in §6.1-§6.4, I refer henceforth to these words as 

idiosyncratic exceptions to the TMR. The English examples are a1l of the ones presented in 

Borowsky (1986, 1989) that I cannot otherwise explain, as weil as some examples of my own. 

I make no claims concerning the completeness of the list in (66). 

(66) Partner 'partner' partner polka 

Sk!!lQtur 'sculpture' sculpture h!lmsichord 

arktisch 'arctic' arctic infarction 

Erde 'earth' selsmlC beatnik 

Halfter 'holster' deictic anti er 

Auktion 'auction' auction ointment 

Börse 'stock exange' apartment 

Leutnant 'Iieutenant' compartment 

Müsli 'Müsli' department 

In light of the hundreds of thousands of trimoraic sy1lables in German and English that occur 

uncontroversia1ly at the end of a pword, it is certainly noteworthy that the number of 

idiosyncratic exceptions in both languages is remarkably small. This point aside, there are 

three additional reasons why the words in (66) are interesting. 

First, at least one of the trimoraic sequences in (66) is otherwise nonoccurring in the 

language as a whole, namely the German word Skulptur, which is apparently the only example 

of a word containing a sy1lable ending in [ulp], Second, three of the trimoraic syllables in (66) 

are unstable and therefore tend to shorten, namely arctic and polka, and Börse. Borowsky 

(1986, 1989) notes that the [k] in the English word arctic tends to be elided in everyday 

speech; the same can be said for the [I] in polka. Both Krech et al. (1982) and Drosdowski et 

al. (1995) note that the long vowel [0:] in Börse can optiona1ly be pronounced as [0:], Third, 

so me of the underlined strings in (66) might not be trimoraic sy1lables to begin with if the 

final consonant were sy1labified into the following onset, as opposed to the coda, wh ich I 

assumed in (66), i.e. Modern German Müsli, Leutnant, Partner might be syllabified Mü.sli, 

Leu.tnant and Par.tner respectively. Interestingly, the analysis of German sy1labification in 

§6.1 predicts the latter sy1labification. 
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7 ConcInsion 

The cental thesis put forth in the present article is that in both German and English there is a 

constraint I call TMR that limits trimoraic rhymes to the final position in a pword. A second 

claim is that the TMR is violated in both languages in certain (predictable) cases and that 

these facts can be explained by ranking various markedness constraints ahead of the TMR in 

an OT framework. 
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